Mow is the Time to Plan That Hunting Trip— Come to Aroostook— You Can Get Supplies at Houlton
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^ It is understood on fairly accurate

! Gov. Baxter has nominated Dr. Jane
I W. B. Hall of C a ri b o u as a m e m b e r
! of the Board of Osteopathic examinaj tion and registration, and Dr. Mary
I Fleushman of Farmington as a mem|her of the board of registration of
I medicine. This is the first time that
j women physicians have been placed
j on these important boards.

auth ori ty that out of a l a rg e nu m b e r

H O U L T O N IS THE T A L K OF BOSTON

Houlton friends of Mr.
Peabody and McCluskey Star;I andTheMrs.many
John B. McMann will learn
os lorak
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h regjack
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f ,he pasatsintheir
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,th"ir
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Pry
v w u ff P
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iin
in Bangor recently. Jack, who lived ;
With a Victory
with his aunt and uncle when they i
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resided in Houlton, had been ill for j
Houlton High pried off the lid in several months previous to his death :
the local grid season Friday after but through all this period of illness j
noon by administering a decisive 15-0 he maintained an optimistic attitude. ;
defeat to the St. Mary’s eleven from never complaining and always look-j
Van Buren. McCluskey and Peabody ing ahead to brighter days. During !
were the warriors carrying the oval the time that he lived in Houlton he
across for the counters, the latter also was loved and esteemed by a host
kicking the second goal successfully. Of friends who will join with Mr. and
Throughout the session the Houlton Mrs. McMann in mourning their loss.
lads showed superior speed in the The lad was fourteen years of age.
backfleld and the line held strong on
the defense and opened up good
BOWLING SEASON OPENED
sised holes on the offensive end. The
The bowling season is opened and
visitors played a good game of foot
the
sound of the maples being pound
ball but were outclassed by a faster
ed can be heard on Court street,
and smoother working machine.
Houlton essayed to kick and Me- Market Square and Main street.
Houlton now has two public bowling
Carron for the visitors carried the
alleys.
There isn’t much enthusiasm
hall hack a full twenty yards before
he was downed by Bagnall, and the being shown on the Court street
play began with the ball in the alleys since Captain Farmer left, but
possession of St. Mary’s in the center B ill Golding’s new alleys on Main
of the field. The first play was a street are humming all the time. He
fumble hut was recovered for a five has two alleys and they are both fast
yard gain and then Michaud hit the as attested by the fine scores hung j
Houlton line like a wildman and up each week. William gives a dollar !
j
covered seven yards before he was each week for high single.
The
first
week
W.
Nightingale’s
128
i
dropped. The third down was no gain
but on the fourth Hale made St. Mary’s ! won- The second week Jim NaBon j
first down through the Houlton right j hun*
up 132 on Monday and it stood ;
guard. Two '-he bucks netted the, un*R
Saturday evening when Pa
Van Buren agi4gation five yards but kunt trimmed it by two pins chalking ^

Last Saturday we spoke of
Charles H. Fogg of Houlton, Me.,
who loves Aroostook potatoes with
a Maine patriotic devotion, who is
president of the Maine Press
Association, and who is off on a
long-delayed vacation. This has
stirred A. B. Crocker of Somerville
to recall an Aroostook which was
then budding into fame, but had
not yet challenged and licked the
world.
Mr. Crocker tells us that he had
a speaking acquaintance with Houl
ton and Aroostook county ,‘15 years
ago. That was before the Bangor
& Aroostook railroad was built ;
Houlton was then a terminus in
stead of a way station. Aroostook
was even then a potato country,
but not “ the” potato country it is
today.
In the season the main
street of Houlton was a sight to
see; double teams hauling potatoes
to the station, where the potato
buyers had their houses and stored
the potatoes for shipment. Seventy
five cents per barrel, hauled from
the field, was considered a fair
price. Happy days

E. L. Cleveland, now the “ potato
king,” was just starting his career
in the days which Mr Crocker re
calls. He was a potato buyer. He
is a Camden boy, and came early
to Houlton. The Aroostook has
made great strides in the years
since Cleveland started buying
potatoes. Many a fortune has been
made there on the nourishing even
though unpoetic potato. Not many
poems have been written on pota
toes; but many checks have.
“ In ’86,” Mr. Crocker said to us.
“ Charlie Fogg was a school boy, so
if he hasn’t had a vacation for 30
years it’s high time he took one.”
The trouble about Maine folks tak
ing vacations is that they are so
mighty proud of their old state that
they never want to go anywhere
else. Mr. Crocker bears us out in
this. “ The Aroostook,” he says,
“ raises the best men, women and
pertaters n the world. Here’s wish
ing Charlie a pleasant voyage and
a safekreturn to his native Houl
ton.” Amen.— Talk of the Town
column in the Boston Herald.

HOULTON ROTARIANS PUT
POTATO LAND ON THE MAP

With Novel Stunts and Clever Songs Feature of New England
Conclave— Houlton Gets a Boost

|of tourists who frequented the Aroosi took road Sunday in quest of a—er—J picnicing ground, nine or seven got
j mixed up with the long arm of the
law for carrying contraband cargos
on the return journey in the shape
and plumage of patridge. Of course
, it was the fault of the guns which
j they carried. Guns do have a disgust
ing habit of going off and hitting game
at the most inopportune times.
| Friends of Mrs. Seth Thornton
regret to learn that she is to move
from Houlton. Mrs. Thornton sold
j her home on Charles street to Fred
j Bither and she plans to leave in a
few days for Southwest Harbor, where
, she is to build a new home it is under
stood in the near future and where
i she will reside.
Her many friends
will be interested in her even though
she may move from Houlton and often
hope to have her visit Houlton.

THE POTATO MARKET
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BRILLIANT AUTUMN
WEDDING OF
HOULTON GIRL
Miss Helen Buzzell Wedded
to Wilfred Schaffner
of Ohio
The church of the Good Shepherd
was the scene of a charming autumn
wedding Saturday, Oct. 1st, at high
noon, when Helen Thomas, daughter
of Mrs. William Frederick Buzzell
was united in marriage to W ilfred
Schaffner of Marion, Ohio Rev. H. Scott
Smith, rector of the church, officiat
ing.
The church was attractively decorat
ed for the occasion, brilliant autumn
foliage and cut flowers were used to
good advantage making a picture
beyond description.
The wedding party entered the
church as the clock was striking the
noon hour to the strains of a wedding
march played by Mr. Bernard Archi
bald, who also before the wedding
party had arrived delighted the guests
with several choice selections.
Miss Louise Buzzell, sister of the
bride who acted as maid of honor,
was beautifully gowned in a paprika
georgette creation and wore a hat of
bronze lace. She carried a bouquet
of Ophelia roses. Following her came
the bride on the arm of her mother
who gave her away.
Mrs. Buzzell
wore a beautiful silver gray crepe
gown with a corsage bouquet of
orchards.
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The local buyers started the week
with a price of $1.50 for Cobblers and
$1.75 for Green Mountains. The offer
ings are light, farmers not being
anxious to haul in, and buyers less
anxious to buy.
The Aroostook crop will be one of
the largest the county has ever pro
duced, and as the digging proceeds
some record outputs are being re
corded.
Those who need money are hauling
in a few at present prices, but the
great majority of growers will hold
for better prices.
The Produce News says:
There was a material Increase in
receipts this week, especially from
Maine, while New York State and
Michigan also shipped more freely.
Weather was extremely warm and
bride was a vision of loveliness,
close from start to finish and con- Her dress was lace over white satin
siderable of the potatoes that were with court train. On her head she
wore a cap trimmed with lace sur
packed fresh arrived here more or
loss heated and a few cars that were mounted by a wreath of orange
delayed showed deterioration and had blossoms with a long veil of tulle
to he moved promptly at best prices reaching to the floor, carrying a
obtainable. This caused weakness and shower bouquet of orchids and lillies
V*^ Maine r.and
n/4 State j d tbe val,e>r
sales on some of *the
At the steps of the chancel the
stock were as low as $1.50@2 bag, but
party
was met by the groom, who was
sound stock in good condition brought
unattended.
$3.50@3.75 per 150-lb. bag. Long IslThe impressive Episcopal marriage
and potatoes worked out at $4.85@4.90
ceremony
was clearly spoken by both
rarely $5 per 165-lb. hag, while those
the
bride
and groom and was listenshipped in 150-lb. bags rarely exceed-

on the third Zeke, leader of the local up 13*j The Houlton Rotarians from P ota to1 Of the 44 Rotary Clubs in New Engeleven recovered a fumbled, slipped,,
The third week Earl Ritchies 123 j land carved their own private niche, land all had representatives at the
found his feet again, and carried the j 8tood
the te8t and the next week j in the Rotary Hall of Fame at the big, convention, a crowd of between 700
pigskin back twenty yards around the j brother Wallace Ritchie won at 128.
The two Ritchie brothers are a hard j a n m , a l New Engkind conclave held at and 750, and the convention was voted
right end.
Poland Springs Thursday, Friday and by all who attended as the best ever,
It was Houlton’s ball for the first Pair t0 beat
Saturday ot last week. At the break- They took complete possession of the
time of the quarter. Mickey Me*r° r tbe week ending Oct. 1st Pete
fast on Friday morning which was Poland Springs Hotel and the Rickers
Cluskey carried the ball first but was ,
,
to i cdnducted j ° intly
the delegations as ideal hosts literally turned over
held for no gain on the first down , money. This is the high single to |from
frnm Houlton,
VTmilfnrt Biddeford
Ri/1riofnril and
o nri Saco.
Q'.w/i ■the
+1-. keys. Golf,
n .. lr dancing,
,i
__•
_.^
singing,
eatand on the second Peabody got three j date on these alleys,
the splurge that brought potato land ing, speeches, moving pictures both
through Sargent. Then Fowler, playThe Dux are pounding the pins
into the limelight, took place and seen by them and taken of them,
ing full went through a hole that Ira j ©very evening now, the season open
me wv.1. tsi
lullll6 “ Sim” W hite’s
o Hke every other activity that charac-. all sorts of surprises and unique
Young
Bagnall opened up for a seven yard j O c t . 1st
v
“a,™
‘
124 is'high to date. &This boy’s dope l terized the gathering it was pronoune- stunts were pulled off and it was just
gain aad Houlton’s first down
1ed as successful and won the com-! like a bunch of young boys just out
Peghody wa» forced to punt on the! hall surely is a murderer,
mendation of all Rotarians.
of school.
fourth down after Mickey gained but i Tbe Blks Pln artists are all enOn each table in the dining room ' The Houlton delegation was com- ed $4.50.
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AROOSTOOK

Fre(1 E „ aI1. V r . and M ,,: '" a t the Longfellow school in that i »«rs. Frank Schaffner of Marion, Ohio
Bernard Archibald. Wilford Fullerton, town won the only pennant presented j were present besides Mr‘ and Mrsto a New England school in the recent |
RuzzeH
Portland, these being
Charles P. Barnes and Robert Palmer.
nationwide health crusade. Houlton I tbe on^y out
town guestsFollowing the “ Potato Song” Bill
Following the ceremony a large
has a good share of the glory that
Fullerton and Bernard Archibald sang
number
of intimate friends went to
goes with the accomplishment as it
duet to the
“a very cleverly arranged
.
was due to the efforts of a Houlton the home of Mrs. Buzzell on Court
tune of Au Rev01r introducing the
girl. Miss Alta Hutchison, who is in street where an informal reception
members of the Houlton Club. The
charge of the Longfellow school, that was held and a luncheon was served
words of the piece are as follows,
the good results were obtained. Miss under the direction of Mrs. Leigh
Fullerton singing the column on the
Hutchison is the daughter of A. A. Cleveland, Mrs. James Jackins, Mrs.
left and Archibald the1 one on the
Hutchison of this town and for h e r 1Harry French- Mis9 Loretta Henzie,
right alternately:
efforts she will receive a tw en ty ! Miss Marion Cleveland, Miss Florence
dollar gold niece. State superfine,,.: Wheaton, all close friends of the bride,
Fullerton
Archibald-

outside as the quarter ended with the ; aa low and 108 as high.
nassed hv the National
score nothing all.
! Rock P i n t e r of the speed ball, the ®onB® na” Peen passed b> the National
Board of Indulgence and that all
The second quarter opened with the , ^ead
man of Fredericton s great
rights and some lefts were copy
hall in Houlton’s possession. Fowler j t®am, has been calling on the Goldrighted by the “ Doc” (M itchell) who
failed to gain around the end and on ing alley8 He is a great pin picker,
was the impresario.
the second down Peabody fumbled and j There ought to be some good
Half way down the (lining room
Van Buren recovered but could n o t, matches rolled soon between teams
there stood mounted on a draped
dent of schools Dr. Augustas O. I The <,|lttine of the bride's cake
My name is Bill
do any business, and Houlton took, representing the
different
alleys.
desta] on one Qf thy t.ll)h s
h
And mine Ber-nard Thomas has consented to make the j <-au8ed considerable amusement. To
the ball on downs. McCluskey, Fowler ( Let8 start the excitement going. Who
Thtt tuber was‘ (.()rr‘1(.t in I run a hank
Out in the yard
j Miss Henzie fell the coveted capture
pennant presentation.
I ’ll introduce
and Peabody, the Houlton backfleld d° we hear with a challenge.
The Houlton Squad
! of the brides bouquet as it was thrown.
every detail of color, shape etc.
Potato
kings.
So
help
me
God
About 2.30 p. m. the young couple
then gained five, four and two yard8!
DTmi
CD AH ITATIflN
Standing beside the potato was Frank
The first is Frank
Insurance crank MISS ALENE BERRIE IN
respectively for a flrst down. Fowler F IR S T P U B L IC G R A U U A 1IU N
departed
by auto for Montreal where
Peabody, president of the Moul'on
A BENEFIT CONCERT their honeymoon will be spent. Their
again carried the ball on the first;,
MADIGAN HOSPITAL club, president of the Chamber of He rules our club. Ain’t he some dub
And this Fred
Sells Timothy hay
down for two yards and then Kovey
the
Miss Alone Berrie achieved more car ^a(I been decorated for
The flrst public graduation of nurses Commerce, and a member of the State
Some vice I'll sav
He's our Vice P.
occasion by experts and was certainly
came into prominence by worming
from the Madigan Hospital was held i Highway Commission, who had charge
than a high pinnacle of success in her
Now stand up, Rupe
a work of art.
Nobody between
his way through the St. Mary aidefense |
Week with appropriate ceremonies ()1 Houlton’s part, in the program. He
The floor old soup musicale given in Presque Isle last Houlton and Quebec could mistake
lor a - seven yard gain and r< *b o d y ,
recepUon rooms of th(. hos|,ital I invit.-d all
j........ sinaina
He sells gent's clothes
Thursday evening for the benefit of the mission of the car.
again made It a first down. F o w l e r , ^ ^
|tge;f was vory
I , ha first m nK.. As ,!„• firs, wards
As his nose shows th
.Airs. Schaffner. who is highly esteemfree
Librarv of that town.
for the third time started the new decorated with autumn leaves and cut Hie chorus was reached a trap door
Arise ,1. Kidd
Do as your bid
page but used invisible ink as nothing flowers.
Better
than
anything
that
Chapman
ed
and most popular among her set,
I
the top ol the potato snapped open
The apples three
Your sign shall be
is a graduate of Houlton High School
registered. Hovey lost ground and
The first class to graduate consist-j <ni,l Hill Fullerton, secretary of th**
ever brought bore" was the verdict
And this is Perct
Oh. ain’t he grand
then Peabody essayed a forward pass
also the Sargent school of physical
ed of four young ladies, Miss Helen j Houlton Club popped out, announcing
Sells ladies hose
I understand of one critic in the audience of two training of Norton, Alass. Since her
which was intercepted and incomplete.
C. Somerville, daughter of W. G. |>n a hi'ge voice that this was sonic
And this is Bob
Walk-over shoes h u n d r e d and fifty people who enjoy graduation she lias taught in a school
Just to show them that he meant
Somerville of Houlton. Miss Anna d in in g room. From this position. Bill.
I
le's
still
a
bach
I
like his choose ed tin* entertainment.
for girls in Chicago. 111. and at Lowell.
business the Houlton halfback tore
Dalton, daughter of Louis I)a,ton of j who is some singer, startl'd tin
Just meet our Charles
Alass.
through for a four yard gain through
Miss Berrie was a pupil of Miss
Houlton, Miss Kathleen M. Coffey of , “ Pot;ito Song" with the entire gather
With brawn and brain
Air. Schaffner is a graduate ot
the center of the line.
.Minnie Hayden of Boston under whom
Bellville, N. B., and Miss Marion inK joining in. During breakfast tin
And governor sure, The next in Aluine
Wooster
Ohio University.
He is a
A t this point the locals drew first _ ^
„
», ,
Houlton hoys and th(> gathering at
And this is Harry
Fruits and jams she studied for nearly two years. Her member of several clubs including
blood. The down was number four, lY e^. °_
e.ne c tl'
Music for the exercises was furnish- large sang the rest of the songs, and
part in the program consisted of Phi Kappa Psi of his university, the
He werks for Swift
and Hovey called for a kick from
t
„
,
.
.
,
,
the air was full of balloons wliicli
The premium hams fifteen vocal numbers and five read Alarion County Club besides several
placement. Donnell passed high but the ,
y
*
-V*
a* i pieces. Rev. Father Silke was the wore kept in the air all through the And Fied the goat.
quarter caught It and with the S t.,
____ k _
ings. She was assisted by Miss Edna of the Alasonic orders. He is connect
first speaker who gave thanks and meal.
Eve, nose and throat
ed in business with the H. Schaffner
Mary’s end bearing down on him
Knowles of Fort Fairfield, violin. Airs.
appreciation for the large number of
The Houlton club put their stunt He writes our verse
snapped back to Peabody who side
Co. of Marion, Ohio, of which he is
friends present, and told
of the across with true Aroostook thorough
Send for the hearse. Parsons of Boston, ’cellist and Aliss secretary and treasurer.
stepped and by a brilliant bit of broken
lessons learned while the graduates ness, far eclipsing all other attempts
Alberta Ktiox of Houlton, pianist.
field running planted the oval between
Mr. and Airs. Schaffner will occupy
had been students and the value that and the company admitted it. A big
The remainder of the program conThe
members
mentioned
stood
up
the uprights for the flrst counter.
a new home in his native city pre
those lessons will be in their future boost for Aroostook and a bigger and were cheered as their names were sisted of two trio numbers, violin,
pared especially for this occasion,
This pl»y was by far the most
work.
boost for Houlton.
called.
|’cello and piano, a group of ’cello and will he at home after Nov. 15.
spectacular that occurred during the
Miss Anna Dalton sang a very
1solos by Mrs. Parsons and several pipe
The TIMES with hosts of other
game. Fowler failed to kick.
pleasing solo which was followed by
ovmn selections by Miss Knox.
trlends extends congratulations and
On the kickoff Van Buren received
NARROW
ESCAPE
SERIOUS ACCIDENT
a reading by Miss Helen Somerville,
It was considered by all whe heard begt wlgheg for a happv weddwl ,ife .
and Hale caught it fair and ran back
both of which were well applauded.
NARROWLY AVERTED it as a rare treat and much c r e d i t _____________
FROM INJURY
thirty yards before he was downed.
Hon. Charles Barnes was the next
Air. and Airs. George Thorne of
What might have been a dangerous was given to Airs. H. B. Forbes of
A scant yard gain was registered as
Mr. A. K. Bradford while driving
speaker who elaborated upon the
Presque
Isle
for
her
success
in
arrangisland
Falls are receiving congratuiathe whistle blew ending the half and
value of the knowledge
that
the to town early Monday morning was accident on the crossing from French’s ing the affair.
tions
on
a son, John Edward, born
also Peabody’s quarter with the score
graduates have acquired.
the victim of what might have proven corner to Anderson’s shoe store, AlonAliss
Berrie
plans
to
repeat
the
Thursday
evening at the Aroostook
€-0 In favor of Houlton.
The exercises closed with the award a serious accident, hut most fortunate day morning, was narrowly averted ; recital in the near future and it is hospital. A host of friends in Island
Bagnall, Ira, received the kickoff
ing of diplomas and class pins by
and carried it back ten and then the
ly nothing more than a violent shak by the quick action of the driver of |probable that Houlton music lovers Kalis and Houlton will he interested
Father Silke.
(he car.
j
have the opportunity to hear and to learn that both the mother, who
Houlton backfleld started an onslaught
ing up resulted.
The
car
was
behind
another
car
|
appredate
was formerly Aliss Eoline Porter of
on the opposing line. McCluskey,
Soon after leaving his home one of
parked by the curb and in starting i
Houlton, and child are doing well.
Peabody, Hovey and Fowler figured NEW U. S. MARSHALL FOR
the wagon thills broke, dropping down the driver had to turn out quickly into
in the drive and it was straight down
HIGHER EXPRESS
TTiT and Mrs. G. B. Churchill, who
MAINE NAMES DEPUTIES on his horses gamble which frighten
the field. At the critical period Fowler
the wrong side of the road and he was
have been on an extended tour, reAroostook people who do business ed him and he started to run, swinging unable to see the crossing. County
got a wrench In an old wound and was
RATES KILLED turned home Wedneslay. During their
carried off the field by the St. Mary’s before the U. S. court will he glad to the wagon from one side of the road Commissioner S. P. Archibald was
An Associated Press despatch from stay they visited Exeter, N. H.. where
of to the other. Soon he became un- just crossing the street and he step
players.
Bagnall went In at right learn that Marshal Woodman
Washington. Tuesday, says:
their so d Newton is entering PhillipsMachlas
who
was
sworn
into
office
managable and Mr. Bradford was ped from in front of the parked car
half and McCluskey was shifted to full
increased express rates on the Exeter Academy and also Brewster,
with Morehouse taking left end. The Oct. 1st, has re-appointed as deputies: thrown heavily to the road and was into the path of the moving car. He Bangor & Aroostook railroad in Maine Mass, where their oldest daughter
Burton Smith, G. A. Powers and dragged several rods before he let go was struck with considerable force
captain took the ball on the flrst play
filed by the American Express Com- Elizabeth is entering the Sea Pines
and showed his versatility by carry Eugene W. McNeally of Portland and of the reins. The horse freed from and turned a complete somersault pany last June and ordered suspended,; school, and also went to Berlin, N. H.
ing the ovoid by a brilliant bit of Frank L. Knapp of Lewiston. The the wagon did a marathon through the landing on his back. He sustained were declared today by the inter-state where Mr. Churchill was called by the
only new deputy appointed Is Simeon streets and was finally captured on a few minor bruises, a bad cut over commerce commission to be unjustifi- death of a relative and subsequent
Harriman
of Norway.
Pleasant Street uninjured.
(OonllBved on page 5)
the eye and a pair of broken glasses. ed, and were formally set aside.”
business.
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PAGE TWO
sure that it is game and not a human
being.
Established April 13, 1860
2 Never point a gun at anybody as
it is always “ the empty gun that kills.”
A L L T H E HOM E N EW S
3 Before cleaning or oiling a gun
Published every Wednesday morning
be
sure that it is empty both in the
by the Times Publishing Co.
barrel and chambers.
C H A 8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr,
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FOO TBALL

VERSUS TRACK

Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year im
It is with an audible sigh of gladadvance; in Canada $2.00 in
|ness that football fans hear the good
advance
1news that despite rumours to the
Single copies five cents
! contrary there may be at least a little
Advertising rates based upon guaran*! football in Aroostook County this
Fall. Both Ricker and High School
teed paid in advance circulation.
____
__________________________ are practicing ___
________
, play
and____
have
already
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
.........................
* *
for
clculation at second-class
+>*
postal rates

Therefore it would seem that while authorities to make a prompt correct
a little less football is to be keenly ion of conditions you report, as there
regretted, the advent of a greater is a limit to their possiblities. But
interest in track athletics should be your report will impress them upon
the signal for much more cheering. their minds and in time they may be
There is every year many opportuni able to afford the desired relief.
ties at the four Maine colleges for
This community has reached its
the local high school to enter teams j present state of desirability through
and win more fame than playing Jthe ecorts of all of our people. It will
games up here which seldom get very become even more desirable as we
much recognition from the press in bend additional efforts to that end.
lower New England. We have turnSpeak up and be heard.
Your
ed out championship baseball teams, criticisms are of no value until you
football teams and basketball teams, j make a noise.
and why is it not just as possible to
It is for your good and ours.
turn out a track team that will bring

■e(j their first game to develop team s,' a” even greater amount of glory to
1and there is a growing possibility
...........
of the town and at the same time
I seeing some good gridiron battles create a greater interest both in the
High School lad for college and in the
! before the snow comes,
All Subscription are D IS C O N T IN 
college man for the prospective
j At the same time that the announceU ED at expiration
There is always
college freshman
I ment came out that there would be
the chance for the boys to get into
j no football this Fall there was also
faster company and bring out any
H U N T IN G 8EASON AGAIN
; an intimation that in the future the
latent
ability that they may possess,
Again, after the passing of three |local High School would devote more
bundred and four days since Novem- j than tbe usuai amount of time to and a track victory will bring the
ber thirtieth last, we find ourselves in track. The people of the town who town much more into the athletic
the midst of another hunting season. are interested
IML„»
_______
___ limelight.
in
the ______
school and
Track is becoming more and more
At 12.01 Saturday morning the new j always looking for its best interests
prominent
on the college athletic
season was ushered in and the forests j gbouid receive this bit of information
stage
and
to
show7 an interest in and
of Aroostook County are once more with a great deal of satisfaction and
open to the sportsman who for sixty get behind the boys. Football is a leaning towards it will mean that
one days can disport himself at w ill. bailed as the great American game Houlton is not by any means behind
down the soft leaf-padded lanes stalk- and it is fact that jn any college the the rest of the country in the matter
of giving the youths all the possible
ing the shy partridge and the elusive entire student body takes a great deal
advantages tp develop into strong
deer.
I more interest in the football games
Nature seems to prepare herself |of tbe varsity that it does in its lmse- vigorous manhood, and at the same
especially for this season of the year j ball activities. The college man will time bring greater notice to the town.

that seems to take hold easiest will
be the one who gets the job.
The one who loses the chance may
think the other has luck or favoritism.
This is not the usual thing. The
other’s success commonly happens
because he had by long effort and
practce acquired skill in working with
his hands, so that he takes up any
new proposition with readiness. So
all through the business world, the
prizes are going to those who by
patient effort have developed their
pow eij and can take advantage of
new opportunities.

That college professor w’ho remark
ed that ninety per cent of the women
Every office, every store, every
are ugly is a disappointed old bird.
factory and farm, is a place where Most of the editors forgot to mention
different workers are being tried out. his name.
The employee may not always realize
f.bat be jg takjng part jn a competitive
E F F IC IE N T

PERFORM ANCE

How* much will it be?” she asked.
“ About one hundred dollars. Wait
a minute and I'll find the exact
amount.”
“ Oh, how tiresom e!” she exclaimed.
“ Tell the company to let it stand and
deduct it from what they will owe me
when the house burns down.”

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MISS MARY BURPEE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Singing
Studio: Society Hall, Frisbie Block
Telephone 345-M

HOULTON FURNITURE CO.

Business Methods

B U Z Z E L L ’S

L IC E N 8E D EM B A LM ER AND
F U N E R A L DIR EC TO R
Phone 161-W— Day or Night

When the agent brought Mrs. Tarlev
her
fire-insurance policy he remarked
closely observed. But he is under a
that it would be well for her to make
more careful inspection than he real
her first payment at once.
izes.
race or that his performance is being !

DR. F. 0. O R C U n
D E N T IS T
Fogg Block

Some people succeed in doing things
more speedily and effectively than
0f bers
Two men in a factorv will
be g jven a chance to operate a certain
tool or machine. Their performance
will be carefully watched, and the one

GOOD!
Because Its
Fine Qualities
Are Protected
by the Sealed
Package

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
T IM E

TABLE

C orrected to S ep tem ber 26, 1921
as with colorful costume she arrays j ( 0n0w the football a hundred miles
T ra in s D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
Y
O
U
R
GOOD
A
N
D
O
U
R
S
herself for the invasion of the hunter j to watch and ro.ot for the eleven
F ro m H O U L T O N
As you wander along the highways
in her domain. A myriad of color in j where he will not go ten miles to see
8.51 a. rn.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
fantastic arrangement of costume the nine play baseball. But even and byways of this town it is possible
Limestone and Van Buren.
greets the sportsman who is now free greater than their interest in the that you see many things which you 8. lit a. in.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
to follow the whims of his hunting varsity football team is the interest think should not he.
11.2a
a.
m.—
For Ashland, Fort Kent, St.
Do
you
ever
speak
of
these
things
fancy unmolested. For two whole displayed in track meets. Many more
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
to
people
who
have
the
power
of
months
he
gratify
the
pent-up
men twu
can be
of the
--- ------w ^
~
j UIGU
wv recruited out
--que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
desires held in check for the other j dormitories and frat houses to ride a correction?
Pan and Mapleton.
Does it occur to you that their 1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
ten. His way is his own without fear j freight t0 watch a track meet than
land and Boston.
absorption in other duties may have
of molestation from watchful g a m e jt0 watch a football game,
5.51 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
caused
them
to
overlook
some
of
the
wardens. No longer is it necessary J Tbis {act is significant. It is indiBoston Buffet Sleeping ear
to surreptitiously break down and j caHve of a rapidly growing conviction things that are so plain to you.
C a r i b o u to B o s t o n .
Do you realize that their brains 0.57 j). m.-—For Ft. Fairfield. Van Buren
hide under the seat of the car the old |of tbe greater and more
lasting
Due H O U L T O N
gun when visiting the camp for a j beneflts to the athlete of track and plus yours are more potent than their
8.38 a. m.— From Boston, Portland. Ban
brains
alone?
few days rest made more desirable j field prowess than to the grid star.
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
Every man owes a duty to the com
by the prospect of some fresh meat* ' Football is a game that requires
to Caribou.
Not a qualm of conscience attends strength and staying powers, and munity that shelters and sustains 8.(13 a. tn.—From Van Buren. Caribou,
and Fort Fairfield.
the shot that kills. Now the game there is no doubt but that the men him. That duty is to aid in the ad
of
the 12.13 p. m.—From Boston, Portland. Ban
can be proudly brought forth and dis who are out for the teams get a lot vancement of the welfare'
T h e purest w a te r in the State o f M aine. D elivered
gor and Greenville.
played.
of benefit from .their work, but the community as a whole.
3.(((» p. m. - From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
---------- at short notice by calling 1 4 1 - W ---------There
also Van Buren. Washburn
------ are, however, some attendant i football season only lasts for three 1 Calling attention undesirable condi
Presque
Isle,
via
Squa
Pan.
tions
is
not
necessarily
a
reflection
restrictions on this round of pleasure j months in the Fall of the year. It
that is with us. There are some is thrilling to sit on the sidelines and upon tin1 constituted authorities. One 5.13 11. in.— Fr un V;m Bun-ii. Lim*,st"n<“,
1Vinbou. Fort Fnirfield.
changes in the game laws that every watch the splegdd specimens of pair of ('Vi*s can not see everything, (',.55 p. m.- From Boston. Portland and
hunter should be familiar with to American manhood in battle that is neither can one brain master every
Bangor.
avoid legal entanglments.
the survival of the fittest. Without thing- and the Lord does not provide Time tables giving complete information
Houlton, M aine
may be obtained at ticket offices.
The rules that wil affect the hunter speaking disparagingly of football any man with more' of either.
GKO.
M.
HOI'GUTO.V,
it may not be possible for the
in this section are given as follows: which is a man’s game in every sense
General Passenger Agent. Bangor, Idain**
1 One female deer only may be of the word, there is always the chance
killed in one season by one person. of an accident and there is never a
2 Deer cannot be sold or given season that passes without some
away to be taken out of the state.
fatality and in some eases lifelong
3 Deer cannot be used or had in injuries.
possession in a lumber camp.
On the other hand track is a year
4 Residents cannot carry deer out around sport. It is one that can he
of the state.
and is indulged in during all the four
5 The state limit for deer in the seasons. The Fall begins with the
eight northern countries is two, but cross country teams that get out in
of these two at least one must be an the chill frosty air and pound cross
antlered buck. All moose are protect country up hill
and
down
dal e,
ed until July 9, 1925.
, through swamps, over brooks and
6 Bag limits on game birds are as j down country roads. A five mile run
follows: patridge* five in one day and is invigorating and a man must be in
not more than twenty-five in the j the prime of physcal conditon to
season; ducks limited to ten in one i stand the strain.
Maine colleges
lay.
I stage interscholastic cross country
7 Resident hunting license fee isj meets in the Fall. In the Winter
:wenty-flve cents. Non-resident hunt-! tbere are the r e l a y games held all
ng license fee for deer is $15 from over the country. The candidates get
Dctober
------- first to December first.
I into condition on outdoor tracks and
8 It is unlawful to carry a rifle. indoor gymnasiums and the weather
un or shot gun, either loaded or with j is no obj ect
strongV igorou s workatrldges in the magazine in or on i Qats under competent trainers make
The popularity of the six-cylinder automobile is universal. Everyone admits
ny motor vehicle when upon the j them fit
The Maine colleges have
that there is great pleasure in driving a Six, and the six-cylinder motor is now
ublic highway’s or in the fields or j mdoor interscholastc meets with relay
nrests.
, games in the Winter. In the Spring
recognized as the most satisfactory unit of power.
Besides the above statutory regu-i jg the climax in the great outdoor
The Studebaker LIG H T -SIX motor embodies the most advanced engineering
itions there are several unwritten! track and fleld meets with men showiws that should be| observed to re- j jag their prowess in every branch of
developments—
uce the fatalities that always occur • f rack and field sport. This is an out—it is powerful. Its 40-horsepower motor supplies
—it is freer from vibration, up to 55 miles per
rery hunting season. There is never j door sport strictly and every year
much
more than the usual power per pound of car
hour, than any car of its size and weight yet pro
season that passes but what there the Maine colleges have big interweight.
duced in Europe or America.
re hunters killed by being mistaken j scholastic outdoor track
and field
From the first moment you sit behind the wheel
The LlGHT-SlX is the most evenly balanced car you
>r deer, or playing with a gun that |meets to which high and preparatory
you get that velvety feeling of a strong, continuous
can buy. Its light weight (only 2500 pounds) is so
»s not been inspected for loads, orj school teams come from all over New
flow of overlapping power impulses.
equally distributed that if the chassis were halved or
i playfully aiming a loaded gun.
j England. It can thus be seen that
quartered each section would weigh practically the
Three that could be faithfully j ln order to excell in track and always
—it picks up quickly and smoothly, affording a
same. This means tire economy, and steady road
iserved with perhaps the season’s be readv t0 put forth his best efforts
quick getaway in traffic; it throttles down to a snail's
holding at high speeds
pace
in
high
gear.
icord of fewer accidents are as j arman must keep always in condition
llows:
|because he can be called on the year
See this car—drive it—test it. You will be won by it. You w ill understand
1 Before you shoot at game be around for competition.
why it is the Studebaker ideal o f what

D r i n k

M a p l e

S p r i n g

j

L I G H T -S I X

T O U R IN G

John K.

Palmer,

Distributor

CAR

NO W

$1150

This is a S tu de ba k er Year

The car that is converting
thousands to the SIX

a light, six-cylinder car should be.

Whose fault is it when your
husband is cross at
,,
breakfast?

Hand & Harrington
69 M ain Street

NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS, EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 8th, 1921
/. o. b. Factoriea

I f you hit your thumb
^ i t h a ham m er you
w o u ld n 't b la m e y o u r
thumb for hurting.
Then w h y blame your
husband whose nerves
m ay have been pounded
b y coffee, and whose rest
probably has been broken
by the irritation of the
caffeine it contains?
If you stay awake half
the night you don’t feel
any too cheerful.
The caffeine of coffee
and the thein of tea are
known drugs. If their use
is persisted in, sooner or
later the nervous system
may give way.
Then you may have
insomnia, or disturbed
sleep. Your nerves and
tissues will be robbed of
that stability essential for
normal and happy living.

Y o u can avoid thi9
possibility if you’ll stop
drinking tea and coffee and
drink instead, rich, pleas
ing Poqtum.
Postum is the deli
cious cereal beverage with
a coffee-like flavor. It
affords the advantages of
a hot drink, without the
ill effects of tea or coffee.

Touring Cara and Roadatera

LIGHT-SIX 3-PASS. ROADSTER...............
LIGHT-SIX TOURING C AR .....................
SPECIAL-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER..........
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING C A R ..................
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER...........
BIG-SIX TOURING C A R ..........................

Coupea and Sedana

$1125
1150
1585
1635
1635
1985

LIGHT-SIX 2-PASS. COUPE-ROADSTER
LIGHT-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN.....................
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE................
SPECIAL-SIX 5-PASS. SE D A N ................
BIG-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE..........................
BIG-SIX 7-PASS. SEDAN ...'.....................

$1550
1850
2450
2550
2850
2950

Order Postum from
your grocer today. T ry
it with the family for a few
days, and see what a dif
ference there’ll be— how
it will permit Nature to
bring sound sleep and
stro n g , s tu rd y , quiet
nerves. Sold by grocers.
Postum comes in two
forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who pre
fer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minutes.

Postum

fo r H e a lth
" T h e re 's a R e a s o n "

€5:
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.. ....................... ....*»'<...mimm.n.miMmimimii some definite plan of Campaign, the TURN OF ROAD IN SIGHT
detrimental as reckless over-confi business instruction and make trained
1 accidents at grand crossings in this
dence, and the present price levels material available for wider use.
IN AMERICAN BUSINESS warrant greater confidence than ex
j country can be cut to less than one
The general subject of the meeting
| j per cent of the machines using the
The turn of the road in American ists today. At the present time, no was “ What the college is doing to help
business n in sight, says Eugene other single thing would contribute the business organization, and how it
| ! crossings.
Meyer, Jr., managing director of the in a sound and conservative manner is co-operating with the business ex
1
j
“
Were
I
to
ask
the
average
railNo. 10. Proper Food
! |road man what day in the week War Finance Corporation the organiza more to the restoration of business ecutive.” Dr. Davis R. Dewey of the
.................... ............................. . j jjg believed the greater number of tion that has been authorized
by than the carrying of normal stocks in Massachusetts Institute of Technology
tissue builders, including lean meats, accidents happen, be would say Sun- Congress to make loans, not only to proportion to probable demand. The told how the development of business
Are you too tat?
poultry, fish, oysters, milk, cheese, j day. One hundred thirty-eight ac- promote our export trade but also to worst stage of agricultural and busi had resulted in the establishment of a
Are you too thin?
dried vegetables, cocoa, nuts, custard, i cidents happened on the following facilitate the orderly marketing of our ness depression has been reached. course at the institute which included
Do you get up tired and lack that ice creams.
days of the week: Sunday, 15, Mon staple agricultural-products in this The turn in the road is in sight.”
the study of business economics, a
indespensible commodity known as
Group 3: The starchy class, that day 25, Tuesday 15, Wednesday 27, country.
counting, management, statistics and
“pep”?
"One of the difficulties in the pres
business law, in addition to sciences.
give heat and energy, including flour, Thursday 17, Friday 19 and Saturday
If you do the chances are that you meal mixtures, bread and crackers, 20. It would seem to indicate that ent situation,” says Mr. Myer, “ is the BELIEVES THAT BUSINESS
He reported that the course, which
are not eating the right kind of food. macaroni, rice, tapioca, cereal, break the automobile truck is more likely fact that retailers, wholesalers and
■ NEEDS THE COLLEGE MAN had 37 students in its first graduating
No engine develops its maximum fast foods, potatoes.
to accident at crossings than the manufacturers are now conducting
Dean Wallace J. Donham of the class, was now the second largest in
power with the wrong kind of fuel
Group 4: The sugar class, that |pleasure car, for there are more of their business on what might be
the institute. He also outlined the
and the human engine is no exception give heat and energy, including syrup,! them in use on week-days than on termed a hand-to-mouth basis, each Harvard graduate school of business work that the Tech industrial re
administration, speaking at a meeting
to the rule.
search bureau is doing to assist in
carrying the lowest possible stock of |
honey, preserves, jellies, dried fruits, j Sundays.
Proper food is not a matter of candy, sugar, frozen ices.
| “ Another suprising fact was that goods. The direct result has been to j of the Boston Executives’ Club charac solving
problems
connected
with
quantity or even price as many of
Group 5: The fats class, that g i v e |nearly all the accidents happen while throw back upon the producers and j terized modern business as “ ineffi business and industry.
the most valuable foods are not high heat and energy, more heating p e r ; the weather than when it is raining |the country banks that finance them i cient and unsatisfactory compared to
“ The college is coming closer and
priced nor in the “luxury class.”
quantity than sugar or starch, includ- ; or snowing.
{ the raw materials which normally are j what it ought to be,” and said that it i closer to the problems of business,”
The question of
automobile ac - ! carried by mills, wholesalers, jobbers j
“Pep” giving foods are those that ing butter, cream, lard, salt pork,j
he said, “ and you in turn can do a
i cidents at grade
crossings
is,
I i and retailers. Growers of wheat, cot- j demanded college graduates with a great deal by making known what
contain what is known as “vitamines” bacon, vegetable oils.
If you have a tendency to be too fat.
consider, the most important onethe ton and other products, unable to j different type of training than they your problems are so that the colleges
and should be included in every diet.
go
lightly
on
groups
3,
4
and
5
and
j
railroads have to deal with, and I can- ! market their products as rapidly as j had received in the past.
They produce health and growth.
may have concrete problems which
They are milk, butter, yolk of eggs, substitute largely from Groups 1 and not impress upon this body of safety formerly have been compelled to hold
He said that American education they may take up for investigation.*
i men. too strongly the necessity of them for a longer period than usual.
and the leafy vegetables, such as 2, the repair and regulator foods.
had been revolutionized during the
Similarly if you are thin and w ith-1inaugurating a vigorous educational
spinach, cabbage and lettuce, fresh
“ To meet the situation, and also the last three years by the tremendous
out energy, specialize on the starch, campaign against accidents of this i situation brought about by the failure
fruits and whole grains.
J. P. STRONG
growth of business schools throughP ro m in e n t Real E s ta te
B ro k e r of
There are five main groups of foods sugar and fat forming foods, and character, both for human and econo of foreign merchants and manufac
M assachusetts
turers to purchase their requirements cut the country, and attributed the
and one of each should be included in protein foods— never forgetting Group mic: reasons.”
A uk . -AtIi—siiys. "I have been
lor the year, as in normal times they extraordinary increase in the size of in Boston,
the diet of each normal persons every 1— the regulator.
the real estate brokerage business for
CHEER
LEADER
HELPS
Take
the
same
care
with
your
food
many
years.
I have suffered with loss
were accustomed to do in the period these institutions to the fact that busi- j
day. They arc:
I of sleep, indigestion and nervousness, hut
immediately
following
the
harvesting
Group 1: The mineral and acid as you do in selecting your clothes
THIS MACHINE PROVES
ness men realize that such schools of- j since taking Argo-Phosphate, I sleep
better and eat without fear of distress,
class, the body regulators including and you’ll be surffrised at the differ i If you’re one of those persons who of our crops, it became necessary to
fer something that they need. The j and can feel a great change in my
system.”
spinach, lettuce, peas, string beans ence. Your natural inclinations may , claim that cheering at a football or provide additional financing for car
There is nothing in medical science that
tomatoes, turnips, carrots, cabbage not always be an indication of what baseball game is wasted breath and rying the products until they could Harvard school, he said, was training equals
Argo-Phosphate in the treatment
men
to
meet
executive
problems
be
is
best
for
your
system.—
Southern
of
indigestion, rheumatism, nervousness,
onions, fruit.
energy, prepare yourself to be eon- be marketed in an orderly way.
kidney
and liver ills.
Sold by
ail
sides trying to improve the quality of reliable druggists.
Group 2: The protein class, the Aroostook Chapter, Houlton, Maine. j verted to the great throng who do the
“ The War Finance Corporation has
j cheering.
been able to give substantial aid by
r D A C C fN r 1
I number of the machine was placed | There’s a machine out at the Uni- making advances to various associa jjVSVW V V V W W S W S ^ W V V V V W V W W W t f W W W ^ V W W V W t f W W .
Amrr
i on the card. These cars were for- j versity of Pennsylvania that proves, tions of producers of cotton, wheat
ACCIDENTS IM IvRTANT
I warded to automobile commissioners i according to psychologists, that cheei- and other commodities, as well as to
R. R. PROBLEM! according the state which issued the
does
a "'hole lot and in many and it will be in position, under the
licenses. The commissioners forward- i cases may be the means of winning hanking institutions and exporters,
Automobile accidents at grade
ed the cards to the owners of the ^ e game. Cheering brings out a Agricultural Relief Bill just enacted
crossings is the most important of all
last, almost superhuman effort on the by Congress, to render even more ef
machines.
accident questions that confront the
_.
,
..
...
.. j part of the cheered, according to fective assistance.
railroads of the country at the present J
These cards, after reciting the ;
holOKists
“ If the business men of America
time, C. W . Galloway, vice president |facts of the observation, warned the , ^
machine c, msists of a littIe
would resume the carrying of normal
Of the Baltimore and Ohio R ailroad. f i v e r s or owners of automobiles
which a marker is attached, stocks, the load forced back upon the
Fabric and C ord Tires and T u bes V u l
told the Steam Railroad section of 1that their lives and property had been i To the marker is tied a string, the
producers would be more generally
canized in a satisfactory manner:
The
the Tenth annual Congress of the risked unnecessarily and that a other end of which is tied to the
distributed, resulting in a freer cir
National Safety Council at Boston.
1repetition might bring disaster in the
finger of the subject. Then an 1,800 culation of business and a greater
only place east o f Portland w h ere a
“It is now necessary for engineers great majority of cases, the recipient gram weight is also tied to the sub
buying power on the part of our
to consider all construction from t h e ' ° f the card realized that he had been ject’s finger, and he is instructed to
C ord Tire vulcanized jo b is guaranteed
agricultural population.
standpoint of safe operation,” M r .! careless and a great many even wrote
lift tne weight up and down until the
“ Undue lack of confidence is just as
Galloway said.
“ Even before the their appreciation of our efforts to
finger can lift no longer. No urging
human element enters a plant, science save them from injury. There was a
or cheering is done the first time.
Convalescence after pneumonia, ty
has done its part to make conditions gradually declining percentage of
Then, during a second experiment, phoid fever and the grip, is some
safe and sanitary. This came about, failures to take precautions,
Phone 6 4 -W
Cates G a ra g e
when the finger shows signs of fatigue times merely apparant, not real. To
primarily, bcause of economic necessi“ When we inaugurated the obser>
the subject is urged to “ buck up,” old make it real and rapid, there is no
vation plan, we found that 84 per
M echanic Street
Houlton
|
ty
boy, and show some pep!” and “ just other tonic so''highly to be recom
mended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Thou
“I have watched the progress of cent of automobiles failed to take
hold out for a while longer ” The sands so testify. Take Hood’s.
^^^WWWV^^W,U W W ^ y W W W V W W U ry W ^ ^ W V W U ,VW%PU^rti^^^^^,^ ^ ^ ,*
the safety work on the Baltimore proper precautions when
crossing
markings on the drum show that the
and Ohio particularly, for many years our tracks. In the three months of
subject has been able to lift the weight
and it is with no little pride that I November, December, 1919, January
_
^ i noo
many times more in the second trial
ifVoo observations
uuBervaiiuiis and
ctnu
’
.
poiflt to some of the accomplishments 1920, we madet? 1,933
total o
of 484 failures t o ' <ha" , in ,he first " h ™ " ° che.m nB
for safety. In 1915 the casualties there was a total

American Red Cross

+

H ealth Information +

J

Vulcanizing
L. W . J e n n e y

among employees totaled 9,659; in takf safety precautions or 25 per
1920 the casualties among employes cent.
totaled 6,941, or a decrease in casual“During the year of 1920, we ex
ties of 28 per cent. In 1915 the gross tended our observations. In the 12
ton mileage was 32,335,710,000; in 1920 months of that year there were 49,in 1920 the gross ton mileage was |665 observations with 8,236 failures,
40,876,502,000, or an increase of 26 per or 16 Per cent.
cent. That means that in 1920, com“In 1921, our observers became even
pared with 1915, the increase in train more active and in the first six
mileage,' both freight and passenger months of this year, there were 248,was 13 per cent, and at the same |988 observations made, and the
time our casualties decreased 28 per! failures reached only 8,775 or 3% per
cent.
|cent.
“With each recurring year the!
“The results of our observation
increase in the number of automobiles tests, caused us to have printed more
and the growing carelessness of the than 4,000,000 warning leaflets, showdrivers make it very important that! In8 on one side a boy warning an
we devote some extraordinary effort automobilist to stop before he crossed
to lessen accidents at grade cross a track. On the reverse side is a
ings. W e are confronted with the photograph of a machine reduced to
fact that there are ten million motor splinters when struck by a train at
vehicles now in use in the United the crossing. W e arranged to send
out the leaflets in mail that would
States.
“It was with alarm that I noticed reach the autoist. It was found that
the reports of grade crossings ac every business house appealed to
cidents showing increases month by gladly consented to cooperate in the
month in 1919, and I determned to campaign. The automobile commis
apply a remedy. I felt that if the sioners of the different states also
drivers of cars could be reached cooperated.
“ There was one other means to
intimately they would heed warnings.
reach
the owner and driver of the
W e started the campaign by placing
automobile.
That was thru news
observers at a few crossings where
travel was heavy. When the observer paper publicity. One story telling of
noticed the driver of an automobile the dangers careless automobilist s
approach the crossing and dash over expose themselves to was sent out
it without taking any precautionary and reached 2,600,000 readers.
“ With
genuine and sympathetic
measures to assure himself that there
was no train coming, the license cooperation by all the railroads in J

H ave It D one Right
the First Time
D o n ’t let guess w o rk an d verbal promises decide your choice of

Lightning Rods

Victors
in many a sharp struggle
against serious developments.

--------------------Investigate--------------------L earn

W h y the C. B. F. R. C op p er C overed Rod, with its fam ous, patent

ed, D ove T ail Coupling, and its m any exclusive features should be

the

Lightning R od o f your c h o ic e ---------------------------------- •
Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years o f Success

Many n volunteer nurse in re
mote sections has given heart
felt praise to this grand old
anodyne'. Its t inielv use insures
speed v relief and smet y against
complications.
G e n e ra tio n
after generation o" happy users
have proved it to he the great
est of all family remedies for
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Grippe, Cramps, Colie, Chills,
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.

A rticle No. 2
Reasons for the
C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod
S u p re m a c y :
t h e COPPER COVERING OX THE C. U. F. R. L IG H TN IN G ROD is put on
in our own factory by especially designed machines which makes the famous C.
B. F. R. Double Lock Seam. This is done in such a scientific manner that the
c o p p e r sheeting becomes an absolutely water-tight covering.

This rod may he bent to any desired position without danger of the seams
parting, an exclusive and desirable feature. Consequently there is no possibili
ty <>f water soaping into the rod.
The air space in the four corners of the C. B. F. R. Rod is to prevent sweat
ing. This eliminates any possibility of accumulating moisture, also an exclusive
(■•at lire.
The patented Dove Tail Couplings are another of the exclusive features of
the C. R. F. R. Rod. These Couplings are forced on to the Dove Tail end of the
rod by heavy machinery so that they actually become part of the rod. In a r e 

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
W e state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester
field are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

cent test conducted by the Washington University of St. Louis, these G<>uplirig<
stood an average pull test of USOO lbs. before parting from the rod.
Fifty-five years of engineering and manufacturing experience has made the
C. It. F. R. Rod all that is desirable in lightning protection. For your protection
you will find our trade mark
\ H. F. R. out into every male coupling of each
s e c t i o n of rod.

The C. B. F. R., C opper Covered R od not only offers you the greatest p ro
tection, but the endurance and resistance o f the C. ‘ B. F. R. R od

to the

ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and

service

not yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Lightning Rod
Estimate of the [cost o f rodding your building with

Chesterfield

Cole

Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation
S .

CIGARETTES

C

.

31 Spring Street

o f Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—blended

S h e a
Houlton, M aine

Licensed Representative fo r the
Mijller L i g h t n i n g
St.| Louis

t

the original

Rod

Established 1866

Company
Missouri
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FOOTBALL
Item s

(Continued from page 1)

of

More

than

In terest taken

Passing

from

Our

E xchanges

The town is getting and has a
perfect right to get a bit “ chesty”
about the newly surfaced Main street
from Fox’s corner to Hallet and
McKeen’s. The last coat of tar has
been applied and covered with sand
and rolled down and is just as smooth
as any boulevard. It is quite a bump
however, when the car strikes the old
road on either end. The road crew
is now engaged in tarring a part of
Mechanic street with a top coat ot
sand without the stone foundation,
street.

F IR S T D A Y
Afternoon

CLASSIFIED

ADS

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Osgood's Hand Made W edding Rings Buy A larm Clocks at Osgood’s and
Series Lectures
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
Chautauqua Superintendent
save monev.
Concert
Russian Cathedral Quartet
To Let— Tw o furnished rooms in a Coupons for ty p e w rite r ribbons may
Junior Chautauqua
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
desirable location. Apply to Mrs.
Evening
J. A. Anderson, Park street.
139p 1' or an? machine.
Lecture— Edna Eugenia Low e—“ Dan
pay ^ig prices fo r Diamonds
ger Signals on the Road to Health" Lost— On F rid ay, Septem ber 30:h, a j while
Osgood is in business. See
platinum and gold bar pin in cut
SECOND DAY
design, with small ameythst stone. |
Finder please leave at the TIMES
Afternoon
office and receive reward.
tf For Sale— My Residence on N orth St.
Series Lecture
for particulars inquire of Mary
30tf
Chautauqua Superintendent C lerk W anted— For a general Dry Conlogue, Tel. 486-1
Goods Store, steady work. Apply in
Concert
The Recital Artists
person or by mail, stating experience W an ted — Girl to do general house
Junior Chautauqua
work in family of two. Washings
and wages expected in first letter.
Evening
Also give reference. Geo. H. Ochs, sent out. Apply at TIMES office.
_____________________________
240
The Recital Artists I Presque Isle, Me.
Concert
Lecture— Elliott A. Boyl— “ The Ad
W e w an t a lady or gentlem an agent Gentlem en looking fo r a nice room,
handy to town can be aecomodated.
vantage of a Handicap”
to handle city trade in Houlton and
other vacant cities. This is a wonder Lights and bath. Apply to C. G.
T H IR D D A Y
ful opportunity as you will be retail Lunt, TIMES office.
Afternoon
ing the genuine J. R. Watkins Pro ! a V a l u e d S u h . r r i h » r
Series Lecture
ducts including Watkins Cocoanut Oil
that t h «v0
^,very *
^ h e y have t S S ' J Z
Chautauqua Superintendent Shampoo. Garda Face Powder, FruU
68611 8UC*
Concert
College Singing Cirls Drinks and over 137 other products, cessful.” Trv them7
W rite today for free sample and I_______1
|__________________
Junior Chautauqua
particulars. The J. R. Watkins Co., ! Farm ers should keep th e ir accounts
Evening
Dept. 69, New York, N. Y.
from day to day and use the account
440p |books sold at the TIM ES office.
Junior Chautauqua Stunt Party
By Junior Chautauquans Farm No. 182— 40 acres, 2 m iles from T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all Machines
Full Concert
College Singing Girls
Togus at four corners. Sight of
as well as Carbon Paper made by
All single admissions— 75 cents. school, church, grange hall. 2% miles Webster— There’s none better. Call
from Gardiner, two houses, hard wood or send to TIM ES Office,
Total $4.50. Buy a Season Ticket.
floors, barn and out buildings, wood
Time of opening— Afternoons, 3 for home use, 60 thousand Pine lumber For Sale— A second hand C hickering
o'clock; evenings, 8.00, unless changed Price to settle affairs $1600.
piano and a Columbia phonograph.
by announcement from the platform. Farm No. 203— 123 acres, 2 m iles from Mrs. O. L. Davenport, 10 Kelleran St.
37
Gardiner. Lots of wood about 90
thousand of heavy oak lumber. 50 F or Sale— 5 passenger Overland, new
N O T IC E
acres good tillage land for potatoes,
ly painted and has new top. For
All persons are warned not to trust no rocks. Owner going away will give j further information inquire at the
my w ife Beatrice L. Stevens on my 15 tons of hay $100., cow $700., sulky j TIM ES office.
38tf
account, as I shall not pay any hills plow, new D. wagon, cart,
loging j —— --------------— ------------- — --------of her contracting after this date.
sleads , harnesses,
harrow,
riding ® 'r'* W anted fo r Clothes Pin Factory
Irvin G. Stevens
wagon, pigs, harnesses, cream separaa* Davidson. Good wages and steady
Dated at Oakfleld, Maine, this 15th tor, cook stove, some furniture, 10
Inquire at office of Summit
day of Sept. 1921.
338 cords wood sawed and split and lots Lumber Company, Houlton or writ?
of goods too numerous to mention. 2 *° a^ove Company at Davidson.
tf
O. I. C. hogs, weight 800, all for $2850
~
— — ;----------- •
to be sold by Oct. 15. I have 71 other
,* *Y
WaTnted .
*y e,T
farms to sell. W. E. Weed, Agt., 53 , ,t0^ n £? m! j oduc? Launderine CrysElm St., Gardiner, Me.
*aI Washing Marvel. Needed m every
_______________________________________ household. Good pay for workers.
D IA M O N D
For sample and
particulars write
Agents W anted
Sales Manager, Box 145, Caribou, Me.
339
VICTORY

broken field running to a five yards
gain through Sargent who was render
ed useless by Manuel. Don McCluskey
fiiiiimmiiiiiiiHmiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiimniimiiiiiiimiiiiiiir
then decided that he had been in the
About the only work some people
background long enough so he pro
ceeded to tear straight through the ever do is to collect the living they
center of the line worming his way claim the world owes them.— Sanford
along by twists and turns and stiff Tribune.
arming across the line for another
Henry Ford knows how to make mo
touchdown which Peabody kicked.
Peabody kicked off but the runner tor cars and has shown that he can
was downed in his tracks by O'Donnell run a railroad. Where he failed in LILLIAN B. HOUSTON POOLER
and a small gain and two larger losses the transportation line was in navigat
The passing of Lillian B., wife of
gave Houlton the ball on the 35 yard ing a peace ship.— Portland Express.
Charles Pooler, at the age of 57 years
line. Hovey and Peabody then gain
and nine months occurred at the
The Government is talking now of
ed thirteen yards through a hole
Madigan Hospital, Friday morning.
opened up by Manuel but the first reducing the size of bills. All right.
For several months the deceased
penalty of the game, five yards for Uncle Sam, if you mean the tax bills. has been a victim of brights disease,
If you are talking about -5 bills we
Houlton offside, closed the quarter.
hut it was not until two weeks ago
could
stand them an inch longer and
The fourth was uneventful save for
that any danger was seen. At that
a safety which raised Houlton’s final a half-inch wider.— Boston Transcript. time the disease became acute and
count to fifteen. In the last few
she was confined to her bed.
Harris B. Moulton of Westfield.
moments the boys from up-country
Mrs. Pooler was a native of Foxcroft
made a great stand on their one-yard Mass, has by careful experimenting where she spent her girlhood up to
line which the locals could not get succeeded in raising Siamese Twin her marriage to George Pooler twenty
potatoes. It is doubtful if they will
through.
five years ago when she moved with
For Houlton Peabody was the supplant the Aroostook spuds for him to Old Town. There they made
individual star while McCluskey at general use.— Kennebec Journal.
their home up to about four years ago
full and right half came in for a good
when
they came to Houlton to live
A north Penobscot man claims to
share of the glory. Hovey played a
Mrs. Pooler was a woman whose
have developed a new seed potato
snappy game at quarter and used his
that has fine qualities, is more pro pleasing personality and kind loving
head every minute. Captain Bagnali
ductive and develops earlier than the nature endeared her to all with whom
on the end in and the backfleld was on
ordinary kind. It took him six years she came in contact. She leaves a
deck all the time. For Van Buren
to perfect the seed which he developed genuine void in her circle of friends,
H a le , Captain Tardif and Michaud
from potato falls of the Green Moun and will he keenly missed by all who
shared the honors.
tain variety. One wealthy Aroostook were fortunate enough to claim her ac
The line-up:
potato grower is said to have ordered quaintance.
St. Mary's (0)
Houlton (15)
The survivors are her husband and
20 barrels of the seed.— Lewiston
Bagnali (Capt.)
three
daughters, Mrs. L. W. Mayhew
Cyr Journal.
LE
Morehouse
and Mrs. H. L. Severance of Old
Tardif Capt.
LT
Manuel, Green
If you’ve got to sell goods from Town and Mrs. Maurice Peabody of
J. Peabody,
house to house this Autumn try Aroos this town, a brother in Washington,
Rigo
LG
Harrlgan
took County. There’s one corner of a sister in California and her step
Dionne
C
C. O’Donnell
New England where the gentleman or mother also in California.
Picard
RG
Dobbins
Prayers were said at the home of
the farm and the lady of the house
Ira Bagnali,
ought to be in pocket money. The her daughter, Mrs. Maurice Peabody,
J a r O pener
Sargent
RT
Green
Bank Book No. 12782 issued by the
Nation’s potato crop is short— some Saturday, and the body was taken to
G O O D P R O F IT
Salndon
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
RE
W. O’Donnell
say nearly 100 million bushels. In Old Town for burial.
lost, and this notice is given, as re
P a rtic u la rs F ree
McCarron
Hovey
Q
northern Mafhe, however, the tubers
quired by law. that a duplicate book
Sam ples 15c
Hale
LHB
H. Peabody
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
have done pretty well. Hence it is HODGDON TO
H . & E. Sanburn
McCluskey
340
expected that after the fields have
PIAllOMt BliAMi PIM.H, for twenty-live
39 Casco St.
HAVE CHAUTAUQUA y e r ? -— - x 1 : a ] v t, S a f e s t , A l w a y s R e l i a b l e .
Michaud
Bagnali, Zeke RHB
been dug up the farmers will nearly
140 Acres W ith Autom obile, Horses,
P o rtla n d ,
M ain e
Thibodeau
Fowler, McCluskey FB
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 13, Hodg- S O L D BY A L L D R U G G I S T S _____________________________
Furniture, 3 cows, heifers, poultry,
all he in position to dig down for
tim H
Touchdowns made by Peabody,
r . Bn n F t u a m ire
pig’ machinery* vehicles, tools includwhatever they may reasonably desire don will for three days enjoy a series
TRiKI- E V E R Y W H E R E
. .A .HU
THANKS
ed; income starts day you move in;
McCluskey. Goals made by Peabody.
to possess. They planted like sports. of the Swarthmore Chautauqua pro
We wish to extend our most sincere big possibilities, bright future; easy
Referee, O. Good, Monticello. Um
Ignoring the losses they sustained grams, and during that time many
thanks to our kind neighbors, friends drive RR town; 60 acres productive
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
pire, Witham, Ricker. Head linesman
last year they increased their acreage Houlton people will avail themselves
Whereas Levi J. Gardiner of Chap and relatives for their sympathy and loamy tillage; 30-cow spring-watered
many beautiful floral tributes to us pasture; estimated 1.000 cords wood,
Parks. Time, four ten minute periods.
and bought fertilizers regardless of of the opportunity of again hearing man, in the County of Aroostook,
in
fruit, sugar grove; good 7-room house,
State of Maine, hv his mortgage deed our dear mother.
these
most
excellent
programs.
price. Now they have won out. and
telephone, fine view;
60-ft. barn,
dated the twenty-sixth day of Novem
Judge
Ben
Lindsay
says:
“
The
Mr. A. A. Atherton
THREE ARESTED CHARGED
they will he buyers of many com
poultry house, etc.
For immediate
ber. 1919 and recorded in the Southern
Mrs. Elizabeth Parks
Chautauqua is America’s fourth great
sale, only $3650, part cash, easy terms.
WITH SHOOTING SLIPP modities for which in the manufactur institution. The other three* are the District of the Aroostook Registry of
Mrs. B. J. Bell
Prosperity this section the rule. En
Deeds
in
Vol.
314,
Page
49f>
conveyed
ing centres an outlet is greatly desir
Mrs. F. A. Barton
joy your share. Come now. Catalog
The mystery surrounding the shoot
to J. Orin Smith, then of Presque Isle,
Home*, tlu* Church, ami the School."
ed.— Lowell Courier-Citizen.
Mrs. Georgia Lincoln
free.
Clyde II. Smith. Skowhegan,
in said County a certain piece or
ing of Wendall Slipp, the young
Following is the program:
Catherine Atherton
Me.
140
parcel
of
land
situated
in
Chapman
druggist and leading business man of
in
said
County
and
described
and
Woodstock at 10 o’clock last Tuesday Reports from other cities indicate that
11111111■1111111M
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hounded as follows: The North half
night, has been solved by the arrest it is one of the most interesting and PROSPEROUS FARMER'S
of lot numbered thirty-four (34) in j |
of Ollie Davenport of Houlton and educational lectures ever brought out.
WIFE NEARLY STARVED said Chapman, hounded on the North j §
by the North line of said lot Numbered i |
Richard Britton and John Burpee of Admission will he free.
Declaring she was actually starving thirty-four (3.4): on the East by the | f
The
great
value
of
newspaper
adver
Woodstock, and they are now in the
to keep from suffering awful misery. East Line of said lot numbered thirtyWoodstock jail awaiting preliminary tising to the retail merchant will he Mrs. Amy Peterson, wife of a pros four (34); on the South by the North
examination. Much credit should be told by Mr. G. W. Sulley. He will tell perous farmer of Lakeville, Mass, gave line of a one hundred (100) acre lot
given to Sheriff Foster, Deputy Mooers the proper way to prepare newspaper out a remarkable statement, recently, sold from the Southerly part of said
lot numbered thirty-four (34): on the
and Chief Kelley for their prompt run advertisements, how to get the best in connection with her relief through West by the West Chapman Road
results,
and
why
the
retail
merchant
ning down of the miscreants.
(so called) leading from Balls Mills
the use of Tanlac.
Conductors, Trainm en and T elegrap h O perators
(so called) the parcel hereby convey
Davenport has confessed that they should adopt a continuous advertising
“ Sometimes I wonder how I Lived ed containing sixty-one (61) acres,
fo r service on the B a n g o r & A roostook R ailroad in
were the men in the Maine car from policy. The matter of window dis through it all.” she said. "I would
more or less and is known locally as
which the rifle shot came, that Britton plays, store organization, store system, have attacks of acute indigestion the Briggs Farm.
case o f strike, the V ic e President o f the T rain m en ’s
did the shooting, but that the shot was arrangement of goods, etc., will he j nearly every time I ate anything.
The within real estate is the same
O rganization having been quoted in the press as
deeded to Levi J. Gardiner by Charles
fired mistaking the Slipp auto for a taken up.
Those terrible cramping pains and A. Lane by his deed of warranty dated
The
lecture,
which
will
foe
illustrated
moose. Although frightfully injured
stating that there w ou ld be an im m ediate strike if
the distress from gas and bloating the twenty-second day of April. 1916
in the face, it is hoped, that unless with 6,000 feet of moving pictures, were almost unbearable and I just and recorder! in the Southern District
the m em bers so wished, which seem ed particularly
blood poising or pneumonia sets in, contains the best facts erf retail thought there was no hope for me.
of the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
merchandising
gained
in
thirty-five
certain. A p p ly to Seperintendent B. & A . R. R.,
in Vol. 285, Page 573.
that Mr. Slipp will recover.
“ But now I’m eating anything and
And whereas the said J. Orin Smith
When informed by Miss Smith, who years’ experience of a large company I feel as strong and well as I ever
B a n g o r or Houlton.
240
on the twenty-seventh day of August
was with Mr. Slipp when the shot was in dealing with merchants in a IT parts felt in my life. I’ve gained oaek all 1921 by his written assignment of
fired, that the number of the Maine of the world. It is a comprehensive the weight I lost and six pounds that date, by him duly acknowledged
RmimimMifmifirfmsnrttASffTfMfmniiJiJimitmtiJifiiinmiiiMftmmfiiiimtMiiiimmmmfimmiJttmimtmttHiijur
car started with a “4” Sheriff Foster lecture and from indications every besides and I know from my experi and delivered conveyed said mortgage
and Chief Kelly as a result of inqui merchant and sales person in the ence what Tanlac will do. It's the and th* debt thereby secured to the
undersigned, Grace M. Smith now,
ries, took possession of Davenport’s city will attend and gain a better best medicine in the world.”
therefore, the condition of said mort
auto, which was numbered 42686 knowledge of business methods.
gage is broken by reason whereof
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
the said undersigned claims a fore
Maine license. In searching the woods
W est End Drag Store; Bridgewater, closure of said mortgage and gives
near where the shot was fired, also
Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfleld, L. A. this notice for that purpose.
jin H I I llH m illlH it H lilllliiiit iiiit t iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit iiM iiiiii: jg j
near the border between Maine and
Dated September 26, 1921.
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
M iu i u j f i J i i i i i i j m ! i i t < j i i M u u K H i i i i i ( i i i i i i i m i i i i H i i H i m i i i i m t i i i i i i i t i H m i i H i ! i i i ! f i i n i i i u i t t i H H i m i i ! i i H i i i i i i i ( i i i i ( i i m i i i M U J t i i i i i f i i i i m f i i i i
|
“ I freelv recommend
New Brunswick, evidence was found
Grace M. Smith
Ashland, W. C. Bowley; New LimBy her attorney
of the Operation of liquor stills, and
ertek, Hoar & Sutherland.
A ll carried in stock— W e also take
340
J. Orin Smith
the outfit of one was handed over to
customs officer McCaffrey. • From in
orders fo r D evelopin g and Printing
I
to anyone buffering from
formation secured Sheriff Foster and
o f Film s an d Plates
I
asthma or a had cough"
Chief Kelly came home last night and
i
says Haverhill man
arrested Britton and Burpee In the
1
RE-NU-YU is sold by
home of the former. The rifle- was

CHICHESTER SPILLS

W a nted

Cameras, Kodaks, Supplies

1RE-NU-YU

found hid between the ceiling of the
room and the roof. At the same time,
night watchman Schriven went by
auto to Belleville and arrested Daven
port where he had been since the
shooting and not far from the place
where the shooting occurred. Up to
five years ago Davenport had lived in
'Grafton, near Woodstock, thence he
moved to Houlton. Britton and Bur
pee belong there. The Houlton road
Is the road on which the rum runners
have done a flourishing business since
the United States went dry, and the
officers will summon as witnesses
several men who, it is alleged, have
been carrying on that business.

“ GETTING THE MOST
OUT OF RETAILING"

(

w

{

d r u g

e

s
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e

n
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tuti .iiMtm

......

Attention of Farm
ers with T ra c to rs

Horses for Sale
Am overstocked and wish to sell
Bay mare, eight years old, weight 14'»0
lbs., kind and good worker, prie *
$125.00. Black driving mare weight
1000 lbs., free roader. safe for any one
to drive and can pace quarters on the
ice in 33 seconds, price $15i).oi).
Would also make a low price on
either of the following teams:
Pair grey geldings 5 and 6 years
old, weight 3400 lbs., an extra goo '
work team, or pair close match"
chestnut colts, coming three yen:.-,
old that will make a weight of 30- '
lbs. at maturity.

“Getting the Most Out of Retailing,”
a business lecture will be given by
Mr. G. W. Sulley, expert lecturer of
The National Cash Register Company
of Dayton, Ohio, at the H. H. School
Assembly Hall, Tuesday evening,
18th.
The lecture was
to this city through the
of the Chamber of Commerce Phone 409-5

C. H. McGinley
Houlton, M e.

Bridgewater D rug Company

F lour
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O you realize that the cost of ow ning

D

a “Keystone” grain

thresher, w hen

you have the pow er, is much cheap
er than giving tne required ‘toll’ of
the regular threshers
Y o u can also thresh w hen

W e are pleased to announce a reduction
in the price of our flour.

you need

IJ W e are now

fairly w ell stocked with flour and feeds

the grain and have the other condi
tions right, and

not have

to

wait

reveral days fo r your turn with some

W e will sell W illiam T ell Flour in w ood
fo r

$10.00 per bbl.

W illia m T ell in 98s cotton for $9.25 bbl.

other machine.

W illia m T ell 1-8 bbl. bags
ltM m iHM M iM U inHM HN iN fitiiitiN HiiiM i«iiM iim «iiUM iHiim iiiiiiiiM m iiUH iiM iim m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iM im im M im iiiiiiim iiim im im m m iiM iiiM M tm i!iiii^

Call up and let us figure
you

$1.18

this with

iH m iiiiH m M iH iiiH .............................................................

Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur
Dyer
of
‘Falmouth, Mass, are in town on a 1
la. F u lt ^ of ftouUoi^aairttajyn visit.
itly.
*
Y
a
Mrs. Orra Heath of Brockton. Mass. I
a. Hazel Taylor of'‘Weatfelu. was
has been visiting her father. Geo. ,
urn last week.
Nelson.
j
bert Jamison went Thursday to
The
Baptist
church
realized
about
,
ill, Mass, to work this winter,
a little child of Mr. and Mrs. Guy $40 from the supper and sale Satur
day evening.
j
li died very suddenly ‘Friday,
There will be a Grange meeting
and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole expect
> this week to Bangor on busi- Oct. 13th. The 1st and 2nd degrees 1
wit!**-worked.
|
>d White was In Caribou Sim

A . M. Stackpole, Jr,
B ridgew ater, M aine

A. H. Bradstreet & Son
Bridgew ater, M aine

J
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C. B. Esters and B. E. Anderson
MRS. SALLY ATHERTON
CHURCH NOTICE
RYAN HAS ENVIABLE RECORD
spent the week-end at their camp at
Christian Science church, corner
Mrs. Sally Atherton passed away
William J. Ryan, Portland’s most
St. Croix, returning Wednesday. They Military and High streets.
Sept. 25, 1921 at the home of her
were accompanied by George Cressy
famous
blind man, soon starts on his
Sunday morning service at 11 a. m.
and W alter A. Cowan.
Subject for Oct. 9th: Are Sin, daughter Mrs. B. J. Bell. She died annual tour throughout Maine selling
at the age of ninety-one years and
Disease and Death Real?
........ ......................M l. ........................................................................................................................................ ................................................ ............ .....................................
the old Maine Farmers’ Almanac for
ten months.
Sunday school at 11 a. m.
Mr. L. S. Bean of Presque Isle was
the coming year. For the past 40
Subscribers should bear in
JURY FINDS CLARK INSANE
The deceased was born in Hodgdon
Wednesday
evening
Testimonial
in town last week on business.
<«nind that all subscriptions are
Nov. 19, 1829, the daughter of Jacob years Mr. Ryan has conducted this
Mrs. Ira E. Ruth has gone to Port
NOT FIT FOR TRIAL meeting at 7.30 p. m.
and Emeline White. April 30, 1847 business enterprise for himself. Now,
.payable in advance and the pa- land to visit relatives for a few weeks.
The case of Newman Clark, who
the deceased was united in marriage he announces, the proceeds of his
Mr. Greenwood of the Marmon shot and killed Phoebe Bell at Grand NEWT CHURCHILL IN
per will be discontinued at ex
to the late Benj. Atherton o f Houlton.
automobile
factory
in
Detroit
is
a
sales w ill be turned in to the treasury
piration. Notice of such expira
THE FRONT ROW AGAIN
Falls, N. B. about a year ago and was
Six children were born to the union
business visitor in town.
found guilty and sentenced to death
Newton Churchill, who was the
oi the Maine Institution for the Blind.
tio n will be sent out the First of
of which five children survive beside
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F. Spratt of Bar was reopened at Andover last week
mainstay of Houlton High School
each month.
a niece, Miss Catherine Atherton, And if his health permits he intends
Harbor are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. to ascertain, if possible, as to the
football, baseball and basketball teams
to make the same trip and for the
who has always lived with them.
A. E. Carter for a few days.
condition of the accused.
for two years is fulfilling all expecta
Miss Doris Hassell has entered
same cause until 1928 by which time
W. H. Martin of Bangor who is
Mrs.
Atherton
became
a
Christian
The jury went to their room at five tions at Phillips-Exeter Academy
;Smlth College.
he
feels that he w ill have earned the
famous as a potato dealer, was in
at the age of twenty and joined the
Benjamin Franklin of Presque Isle Houlton Saturday, called here by busi o’clock and after being out half an where he is a Freshman this year.
right
to take life easier.
hour brought in a verdict affirming Newt went out for football and out Free Baptist church of White Settle
was in Houlton on business last week.
Mr. Ryan started selling almanacs
ness.
ment
where
she
was
a
great
worker.
the plea that the accused, on account of a group of between sixty and
in 1882 with a stock of 200. His
George Pennington has entered
Sheriff Foster, Deputy Sheriff Mooer of insanity, is unfit to take his trial.
seventy candidates he made the squad She was ever ready when the call for
highest figure was 20,000 in a single
Columbia University in New York and Chief of Police Kelley of WoodThe judge then ordered that the priso playing right half back on a team that help was needed among her neighbors
season. He has always been greatly
stock
were
in
town
Friday
on
busi
•City.
ner be remanded to jail, there to has an average weight of 198 pounds, and friends no matter what hour the
interested in work for the blind, and
Frank P. Clark was a business ness.
word
came
to
go.
await the pleasure of the lieutenant- which is a rare weight even for a
was largely instrumental in promot
Mr. Carleton Hutchins, proprietor
visitor in Greenville and Bangor last
During her long illness she was ever
governor.
college team.
ing the legislation which resulted in
of the Bridgewater Drug Store, with
'week
Exeter played the Harvard second cheerful and uncomplaining and brave
the
Maine Institution for the Blind.
Miss Mary Conlogue was the guest his wife, were in town Sunday calling
team Friday winning by a score of ly and patiently awaited the call of
RALPH
WHITNEY
of Mrs. Murray S. Briggs of Caribou on friends.
12-0 and their further schedule for the Royal Messenger. The text of
Miss Mildred Huggard left Tuesday
GOES TO HARTFORD the season includes games with Dart which she selected was “ She hath
last week.
night for Presque Isle Norm al School
When there there is leaving our mouth freshmen, Yale freshmen and done what she could,” her hymns,
A. E. Aatle of the Astle Music
where she w ill be a student for the
midst a man who has been connected the Harvard freshmen not to mention “ Gathering Home,” “ Deliverance Has
Company was a business caller in
coming year.
very intimately with the town in both the great game with Phillips Andover Come.”
Caribou last week.
Odd Fellows are requested to meet
a
business and an official way for which is the game of the year for
The services were held Tuesday
Miss Adelade York has been the at their hall Wednesday at 1 o ’clock
over
thirty years, it is with more than Exeter. There is no doubt but that afternoon, Sept. 27, at the home of
guest of friends in Presque Isle for p. m. to attend the funeral of the late
regret that the departure is chroni Newt is in just as fast company as he Mrs. B. J. Bell. Rev. Hartley spoke
the past two weeks.
brother Lester J. Lancaster.
would be in college for the teams words of comfort to the mourning
cled.
Chief of Police Frank Hogan was
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Gooding rep
turned out by this school are always relatives, paying a very eloquent tri Now Open and Ready fo r You
Ralph
H.
Whitney
has
been
a
resi
the guest of Chief of Police Ernest resenting Loring, Short and Hannon
prep bute to the character and life of the Practical courses in Bookkeeping and
dent of Houlton for thirty-three years among the fastest and best
Lyons of Presque Isle last week
of Portland are in town with their
during which time he has been active school teams in the country.
departed one. One brother, Mr. Albert Accountancy, Shorthand and Type
Miss Louise Kearin, one of the new display of Christmas goods.
ly engaged in the blacksmith trade
W hite of Mars H ill is the only one writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
Miss Madeline Logan, who is teach
proprietors of Charlotte’s shop, is in
on Mechanic street. He was a mem
left of a family of fourteen children. for work without loss of time.
LESTER
J.
LANCASTER
ing school at Silver Ridge, spent the
New York doing her Fall buying
Right now is the time to get started.
ber of the police force for many years
This community was deeply shock Interment was in the family lot at
Fred Shean of the Shean Account week-end with her parents Mr. and and also served that organization as
W hite Settlement.
Houlton Business College, Houlton, M e
ing Company, was a business visitor Mrs. Ellis Logan of Military street. chief. During the term of office of ed Monday afternoon when the start
ling announcement of the death of
H. C. Fritch of Atlanta, Georgia
in Caribou for a few days last week.
Charles Dunn as Sheriff, Mr. Whitney
J. Lancaster
was
made,
George Dunn, James C. Madigan and and C. M. Welch of Boston are in town served as deputy sheriff and has Lester
although
many
were
in
a
measure
on
business
connected
with
the
Liber
James M. Pierce attended a meeting
continued up to the present time.
prepared as his .Iness was of a serious
o f wild land owners in Bangor last ty Automobile Manufacturing Com
His new business connection will
nature.
pany.
week.
be with the Capewell Horse Nail
Taken ill Sept 19 while in WoodMr. and Mrs. Berman and Sol.
Mrrf. Edward Gordon, for years a
Company of Hartford, Connecticut, as
resident of Houlton, left last week Berman motored to Bangor Sunday salesman on the road. His territory stock enjoying a fraternal visit to
for Augusta where she will live with accompanied by Mrs. Goldstein of will be the entire state of New Hamp Carleton Lodge I. O. O. F., he return
ed home and called a physician who
Presque Isle. They w ill return to
her son Roy.
shire and through eastern Massachu pronounced it typhoid. He grew rapid
day.
M ain e and Massachusetts Licensed E m balm er
Clair Cassidy, who has been spend
setts. With his family he plans to ly worse. Sunday pneumonia develop- j
Sam Wilson and Richard Ludwig
Ing the summer months in town, left
move to Hartford, Connecticut, where ed and the end came suddenly, his j
Saturday to resume his studies at the spent a few days hunting at the he will be located indefinitely.
weakened condition not being able to j
former’s camp at Braieley Lake. They
Harvard Medical School.
All his friends in town join in wish stand the added burden of pain.
j
were
accompanied
by
friends
in
Midshipman Fred Vose, who has
ing him the best of luck in his new
Mr.
Lanc
aster
was
born
in
Hodgdon
j
Sherman.
heen spending the summer with his
field.
39 years ago, the son of Mr. and Mrs. ;
Miss Kathleen Snow, librarian from
parents in town, has returned to
John Lancaster. When still a young i
Millinocket, is visiting Miss Dorothy
Annapolis to continue his work.
man he entered the employ of the B .;
Mrs. Ransford W. Shaw, who is Stetson on High street during the MUSIC LOVERS ENJOY
s
dHiitiiffiiiHiiiiiimiitiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiimtiii'C
^nifiiiitiiifitjiinit jiiiiniiijiiitiiiiiff iitiiiimiiiiiiirtiJiiiiiiiiiiimiiininiiiiHiniiuimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiM^
A. R. R. rapidly gaining recognition j
conference
of
librarians
that
is
being
visiting her children, is expected to
EDISON TONE-TEST of his abilities until he was promoted |
return home about November first held in town.
You w ill remember from past exper
I
|
The music lovers of Houlton were to an engine driver and was consider-j
Leland Ludwig left last week for
according to news received here.
iences how difficult it is to think of a
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Ludwig and Boston to resume his studies at the given ian opportunity on Monday ed one of the best on the road. He j
remained
with
the
R.
R.
Co.
until
1912
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology
Leland Ludwig accompanied by Mrs.
evening of enjoying another concert
suitable wedding gift.
I
!
F. M. Hume and Mrs. Jennie Dunn after spending the summer with his by the Edison artists through the when the strike occurred, since which '
time lie has conducted
a public
parents in town.
motored to Fredericton last week.
A good idea would be to spend a short
I
|
At Colby College Leon Niles and courtesy of the Astle Music Co., and carriage business.
Miss Fay Brooks of South Hampton,
time in our store where suggestions
Mr. Lancaster was always courteous,
New Brunswick, returned to her home Ellis McLeod are pledged to the Phi fully ,r>l)0 people were present. Miss
niin m iiiiiiiim im iM N iim iiiiiiiiiiiiiim in m iiiiiiiin ^
cheerful
and
popular
and
possessed
Delta
Theta
fraternity,
and
Joe
Gor
jHiiiiniiiii
u
im'mnuui
MHMuHiinnti
Miiiiiiiiirmii
I.eola
Lueey,
soprano,
Mr.
Adrien
J.
last week after spending a week with
w ill occur to you on every hand, as
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Smart of Charles ham is pledged to the Delta Kappa |B. Frieche, violinist, and Mr. Raymond many friends throughout Aroostook.
we have hundreds of distinctive gifts
His passing in the prime of his man
j Barry were the artists.
Mr. Charles Dunn, Supt. of the Epsilon fraternity.
i
i hood will be keenly felt in this com
Frank Pear' vn has removed to the | These concerts are provided by the
suitable for every occassion, all
State School for Boys at Portland,
accompanied by his wife are the W ilder Innis huuse on Court street j Edison Co. for the purpose of giving ; munity.
priced in accordance with the market.
guests of Mr. and Mi%. L. O. Ludwig. which he will occupy during Mr. Innis music lovers an opportunity to judge ' Mr. Lancaster was married about i
Our many years of experience is at
absence, who plans to spend the the merits of the Edison phonograph ! 15 years ago to Miss Lena Dunlap
Court street, for a few days.
Willie Paul has returned to Houlton winter in New York.
as a preserver of fine music and at j and to this union there were born!
vour service.
,
Al. Melanson and his orchestra the same time to show the absolutely j three1 sons, the eldest 14 years of a g e ,;
from Waterville where he has been
employed during the summer.
His which has been playing to capacity correctness of the original selections, j the younger about 1 year old, all of
whom survive him, also surviving him
present pland are a.s yet indefinite crowds in the up-country towns, will
Each of the artists rendered selec- j
and he will stay here for some time. perform again in Houlton Saturday tions with the phonograph in a tone ; is one brother Shirley E. of Hodgdon
and a sister, Mrs. Charles Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Harvender oi night at the Heywood.
test that amazed the audience, for |
of Cary, Me
j
Mddford, Mass., who have been the
it was almost impossible to distinguish (
Mr.
Lancaster
was
a
member
of.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Black, PRESIDENT TODD OPPOSES
mi
the original from the music as record- j
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineer,
High street, left Thursday for a few
ed
by
the
instrument.
RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION
Rockabema Lodge No. 78 and Aroos
days visit in New Brunswick before
The program consisted of 10 select-' took Encampment No. 41 I. O. O. F.
returning to their home.
In a statement recently given to
ons and the audience was further en- 1
Funeral service will be held this
Wendell Grant returned to Water- the press in regard to the proposed
tertained by a goodly number ot I Wednesday from his late home, Rev.
ville Monday to resume his studies consolidation of railroads, President
□
□
encore selections so graciously given. |F. Clarke Hartley officiating. Service
| J . D . P e r r y
at Colby College in the Junior class. Percy R. Todd of the Bangor & Aroos
The various artists sent out by the at the grave will be conducted by
Wendell was forced to stay out of took railroad said:
| J e w e l e r an a
college last year on account of poor
My own view is on the whole op Edison Co. are leaders in their line members of Rockabema Lodge. To
| Optometrist
□
□
health. He will now graduate with posed to these wholesale consolida and the public should feel highly his sorrowing family the deepest
I Houlton
honored
that
Houlton
is
selected
by
sympathy
of
many
friends
is
extend
the class of 1923.
tions for the reason that if such large
53
:tttiiiiiitiiitim M iim m iim jiiiiM U H iiitM iiJV iiJii!iiH iiiiim m iiiiiiiiiuiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiitiiJiiili«m H iJi»;
Miss Faye Mackay, who has for railroad systems are formulated, the the company for these tone tests that ed.
sojne time has been employed as book executive management of each system bring to us the best of music in the
keeper in the dentist offices of must necessarily be remote from the various forms, also they should feel
Brldgham and Barton, left Saturday public that it serves, and one of the proud that we have such a progressive
lor Portland where she is to enter most important phases of successful and up-to-date music store as the Astle
the St. Barnabas Hospital to train for railroad management is close co Music Co. that does co-operate to
entertainment
for
music
a nurse.
operation and intimate touch on the provide
Manager Churchill of the Temple part of the management of the rail lovers.

J o h n P. C o s t e l l o
Undertaker

Phone 574-W Res. 59 Court St., Phone 574-W
Cor. Main and Mechanic Strs., Over Hallett-McKeen Co.

That
E lusive
T h ou gh t

KIRSCHBAUM

is getting together some fine material
for a seven piece orchestra which will
render music for his patrons, and all
will be pleased to know that Mr. Gillman, the Clarinet and Sarophone
artist will be among them.
There is one infallible method of
telling that Fall is here if you have
lost your calendar. That method is
simply to keep smelling until the
pungent odor of burning leaves assails
your nostrils, and when it does you
may 9hout at the top or your lungs,
"Fall is here.”
The Harvest supper given by the
Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church in
the vestry last Thursday was well
attended and was said to be by all
who attended, as one of the best in
years. A goodly sum Tfras realized by
the organization who had charge.
Miss Vernie Johnson has returned
to New York after spending the
summer months in Aroostook County.
She visited friends in Houlton for
some time and from there went to
Fort Fairfield where she spent the
remainder of her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John B. Johnson
formerly residents of Houlton for
many years.
Miss Effle Hannan of Houlton is to
become tqacher of English in the Fort
Fairfield High School to fill the
vacancy left by the marriage of Miss
Bthel Chamberlain. Miss Hannan is
a graduate of Ricker Classical Insti
tute, being valedictorian, and a grad
uate of Colby College in the class of
1917. She goes to her new position
well recommended.
Governor Baxter has Issued a warn
ing to hunters at the opening of the
1921 season to the effect that due to
the dryness of the weather al^ pqecaution* to <eaoper»fe
**0
forestry department and protect the
tlmberlands of the state. It cannot
he lmpreesed firm enough upon huntV i e t f to observe every necessary prea* advised by the Governor.

CLOTHES

• FALL

AND

WINTER

1921

Miss Lucey possesses a beautiful
road with the local public that it
serves, and this is equally objection voire, highly trained, and a personali
able from the standpoint of the re ty to go with her voice that easily
lations between the management of a makes her a favorite with her hearers.
railroad and its employees, which The other artists too were well receiv
necessarily cannot be as close on a ed and their selections were loudly
system of many thousands of miles encored.
of railroad as it is on one of a few
One thing that the pubic may not
hundred or one or two thousand miles. clearly understand, and it is this,
“ I am in favor of individual railroad the instruments used in these tone
management as at present. If this tests are not made for the tests
cannot be continued, then I am in fa- especially, but are regular laboratory
vor of a New England consolidated models for sale at their regular
management and not a management of agencies, suitable for home use, and
New England railroads by railroads' several are always kept in stock lo
west of the Hudson river.”
■the Astle Music Co.

here’s a sale on

Rubber
“the first this Fall”

W e want to start the rubber selling season fast and free this year, so we
offer for the first sale this Fall unusual bargains for practically
every
rubber item that is usable in homes, sick rooms, nurseries, for the bath
and toilet. Note the two bargains listed below. Take advantage of them.
Come to the store and see the other rubber goods on display specially i
priced.
A two year guaranteed Hot Water
Bottle in the most wonderful quality.
It could easily sell for practically
twice our price
gg
A Fountain Syringe of unusual value,
represented by extreme quality and
guaranteed for two years. A r eal
bargain at

Wert
End

OTHER

S P E C IA L S

IN

Nipples, Tubes, Rubber Gloves
Rubber

Sponges,

Rubber

Brushes— and all other rubber
items greatly reduced

Mun ro s
$ 1.98

D ru g
Store

ust unpacked! New Fall
suits from those famous
makers— the Kirschbaum shops.
T h e y ’ ll fit.
T h e y ’ ll w ear.
They’ll give you a full money’s
That’s our guarantee!

$50 to £45

ERVIN 8c ERVIN
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almost wholly reconstructed several
RIDING WITH THE GOVERNOR i there's
booze I( lhey taTen t
“ I am Governor o! the State.”
times during that period. It would be **
booze to make them talk have noth
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
On
my
way
down
to
Maine
Wednes
It was Percival P. Baxter, Chief
FOR HIGHWAY COATN the same as a man buying an auto
mon.
ing to talk about. You know, now,
day
to
call
upon
Booth
Tarkington
Executive
o
f
the
Sovereign
State
of
Deputy Attorney General Fred F. mobile and paying for it on the install
don’t you, that, after all, the real life
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
Lawrence of Skowhegan, In an opinion ment plan, who would find himself, at and Ken Roberts, I spent most of my is to do your day’s work, go out and Maine, who has had about everything
rendered, declares that the state high the end of a few years, with a com time in the smoking comfartment of get a snootful of booze; get good and fine in the world, with the possible
Choir rehearsal Friday eveninj at
exception
of a snootful. —Boston
way commission may apportion state pletely worn out and useless vehicle!, the Pullman reading a magazine.
7:30.
drunk; go home and sleep it off, and Herald.
W hile I was reading a gentleman then go to work the next day?”
aid before the result of the referendum not paid for by one-half of its original
All Seats free.
is' known, and should so apportion it, cost. This is indeed poor financing entered and sat beside me. I paid no
Our friend failed to agree, so the
and that there is available for the and a method whch the State should attention to him— didn’t even look at orator changed the subject, just a
j
Methodist Episcopal
CHURCH SERVICES
purpose of apportioning etate aid at avoid or it will discover itself hank him, but kept right on reading. I am mite.
Corner
School and Military Streets,
Free Baptist
somewhat leery of shipboard and Pull
the present time the sum of $650,000 rupt after a term of years.
He talked about Maine and booze
i
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
The proponents of the measure may man car acquaintances.
provided no portion of this amount
running through that state and its
Morning service at 10.30 A. M
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
will be needed for 1922 work prior to } declare that the money was to be used
A fter a while a stockily-built per crooked sheriffs and politicians. What
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
1 12. 0 0 m. Sunday School with Organ
for
only
the
permanent
features
of
the
July first of that year.
son entered, one of the sort just bub he didn't do to Maine, that he visited
ized and Graded Classes for all.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
“You state that the highway com roads to he constructed, but surely the bling over to tell all he knows and who once, wasn’t worth bothering about.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Preparatory Members Class.
mission are of the opinion that they amendment itself did not say this, and he is. You recognize the type.
Special music by choir.
Finally, becoming more chummy, he
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
have available only $150,000 to meet the result would be that the funds
The newcomer stuck it out as ong leaned over and said:
Choir practice Monday nights.
under the auspices of the Epwortb
all allotments to be made this year,’ raised by the sale of bonds would be as he could and after the minute and
“ Say, what do you do for a livin’ ?’
Tuesday night church prayer and I League.
: 7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
says Deputy Attorney General Law expended virtually as maintenance.
a half had elapsed addressed my
The quiet young man answered, praise Service.
The defeat of the amendment is a
with
vested
chorus choir
rence in his opinion, in reply to *
quite modestly:
neighbor in this fashion:
1General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Church of the Good Shepherd
communication from Paul D. Sargent victory for the present trunk line sysTuesday evening.
“ Say, do you know anything about
.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
chief engineer of the state highway templ an in Maine as laid down by the Portland?”
| F IR S T C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
State Highway Commission; it means!
; Sunday Services
commission.
that the people wish to have these I “ Yes, quite a bit.”
|
U nitarian
*
Holy
Communion
at
8
a.
m.
“It must, we think, be apparent that
through arteries of traffic completed j
“ Well, I'm advance man for ----- ’s
Military Street at Kelleran
Also
on
the
first
Sunday
in
the
the legislative intention was much
at the earliest possible
date,
for I show. We had a bum house in Boston
month at 10.30
j( ^rp^rhing Service regularly every
broader than that, and while that in
without them the secondary or State- j and we thought w e’d slide down to
1
Morning
Prayer
and
Sermon
at
10.30
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
tention has not been expressed with
aid roads, have only a purely local ! Portland for three days. Have you
Sunday School at noon.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
all the clearness desirable, the situa
and very limited value.
Evening prayer and sermon at 7 i
any idea of the seating capacity of
D w ight F. Mowery, M in ister
tion in substance, as we view it, is as
o’clock.
It must not be understood that this i; tin1--------Theater?"
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
follows:
recent victory of the Maine Automo- ji “ I should say about 1,200,” answered
F irs t Congregational Church
I
“It seems apparent to us that be bile Association is intended to indi-i
! the other. “ But that is just a guess.”
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
tween this date and July 1, 1922, you cate that this organization is for State j
I Morning Worship at 10.30.
j
“
Small
house,
isn’t
it?”
offered
the
have available for state aid purposes highways and against State-aid roads.
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with j
the following, viz: Special emergency This is not the case. On the contrary, ! advance man. "But I suppose it’s big
classes for men and women.
appropriation for the first fiscal period the organization has always stood for j enough for a small town. Do you
|
Young
People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
$150,000; regular annual appropria the construction of both systems in ! suppose those yaps down there would
j Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
j
stand
for
$3
seats?”
tion, $300,000; from mill tax highway the shortest possible time consistent
| 7.30.
;
“ It’s a little high, I'm afraid.”
fund, $$00,000; total, $650,000.
with good business judgment, and a
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
“In making apportionments upon prope^ regard for the finances of the
£
“ Yes, I suppose they wouJdn’s supings weekly.
I
this basis you must bear in mind that State.' It is emphatically the friend port a real show there. Well, my
Keep
the
vital organs healthy by
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday |
if this whole amount is used this year, of the State-aid highway, and its next orders are to charge $3. About the
regularly
taking
the world’s stand
afternoons weekly.
j
This trademark, stamped In red
there will be nothing available for the move will be, undoubtedly, to see only thing I know about Portland is
on the case, identifies the W illard
ard
remedy
for
kidney, liver,
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets j
first six months of the calendar year that the funds which have been that I was there once in vaude ville and
Threaded R u bber Battery.
bladder and uric acid troubles—
the second Wednnesday of each
1922. W e understand from you, how diverted from legitimate State-aid met a doctor who was supposed to be
month.
ever, that as a practical matter, the highway building during the past few j a great specialist, on the throat, but
j
F irst B aptist
money is actually expended during the years, be restored in order that these |who turned out to be a fake.”
Court St.
last six months of the calendar year, mportant secondary roads may be
“ What was his name?”
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
and the essential fact to be borne in pushed forward with all speed.
CAPSUI IS
‘I ’ve forgotten, but I ’ll describe him.”
v
10.30
morning worship with sermon.
mind In your comparison is not the
Maine must not hold up the con
So
he
did.
The
National
Remedy of Holland fol
12.00
Bible
School
with
classes
for
date upon wljich the allotment is struction of its State highways, for
centuries and endorsad by Queen Wilhel*
men and women.
The quiet gentleman smiled.
made, but the time when the money they are absolutely vital to its devel
mine. A t all druggists, three sizes.
“ I recognize the man,” he said. “ He 1
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
will actually be expended.
Look lor the nemo Cold Model ©■ « r « « box
opment. Until such thorough arteries
ead eccept bo imltetioo
“The $300,000 in the appropriation of travel as the Roosevelt Highway is rather well thought of there.”
"W
ell,
1
suppose
he's
good
enough
bill is an item which existing law re between Portland and Fryeburg; the
................ "'•'•',iniiiiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii„||,|||||,|||||lmm,
quired to be appropriated. (See Re Longfellow Highway, between Port for those fellows down there, but he’d
vised Statutes, Chapter 25, Section land and Bethel, via Gray, Poland never do in my home town— New
34.) This provision is repealed by Spring, Norway and South Paris; the York, you know.”
I kept right on reading. Never a
last
chapter 127 of the laws of the last Capitol Way, befween Gray and i
word
I uttered. I felt our friend was
legislature, but this repeal is condi Augusta, via Auburn and Lewiston;
longer
better.
tional and does not take effect until the Aroostook Trail, reaching all the ; riding for a big fall, but I didn’t real
Bring refreshing sleep, relieve aches and pains, dizziness and
after the adoption of the proposed way from W aterville to the northern ; ize how big a fall it was to be.
constitutional amendment. It does tip of Aroostook County, via Bangor, \ “ Where do you live?” was his nex1:
nervousness. Taken like a confection. No Opiates, Chloral or
not, therefore, affect the appropriation Lincoln and Houlton; the Rangeley j questions, directed, of course, at our
Cocaine. No bad after-effects. All druggists. Free sample sent
already made for 1921, or prevent its Trail, starting at Lewiston and Au- j soft voiced friend.
by
Ballard Golden Oil Co., Old Town, Me.
“ I live in Maine.”
use for the purposes for which it was burn and tapping Farmington, and the
im
in
iim
niitiiiifiiiiiiifiiimiimifiiiiiiiiiiiifiiifiiiiimmiiiMiiiiiiiiiiimm
i11111111(1111111111111111
“ Can a fellow get any booze in Port
11
appropriated.
iimiimiiiumiiiiiiiii'HiiiitiiininiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuniM
great Rangeley Lake Region; the In
land?”
........I,"""""""'""*'"i.i.,„„.m,llllllllmmil(ll„iiifiififiiitiiiiiiititfitiiifiiitiHjtiiiifit
“The same conclusion applies to the ternational Trail, starting at Bruns- j
iMihMumMimuiiiiimiimiiiHiimimmiiiimiMiimmimimiiiiiiim4
,
$200,000 derived from the mill tax. wick and extending to the Canadian ! “ He might but I doubt it. It would
i Be up to date.
Subscribe for the —
e The mill tax is assessed as a part of Border via Augusta, W aterville and l be hard work."
“ What are you talking about? You
the regular state tax in April. The Skowhegan and the many other
mill tax law was amended by the last through routes of this character, are j can get booze1 anywhere and 1 should
legislature and the tax increased to completed, the business of the State |think particularly in Maine.”
“ M aine’s F avorite D a ily ”
why
one and one-half mills, by chapter 142 w ill be seriously impeded and inter-1! “ I don’t think so; not so very easily.
1 “ Have you been away from home?”
Just fill in the attached coupon, and
of the public laws aof 1921, but that rupted.
|
patronizingly.
send it along to us with $1.00
act is to take effect only upon the
Now that the money has been saved
: “ 1 have been down to Springfield to
adoption of the constitutional amend for these trunk lines, let work on them 1
ment, and it does not affect the tax be pushed forward with all speed, that , a convention.”
To BANGOR DAILY NEWS
|
how
assessed for 1921. Consequently, it the day of their completion may be an | “ Any rum there?”
Bangor,
M
aine
§
“
I
didn’t
see
any.”
cannot prevent the use of the $200,000 early one.
j
“ Then it must have been a bum
which under existing laws is avail
Please send the Bangor Daily News to 1
H. M.
Son, Inc.
j
convention.
That’s all conventions are1
able out of the 1921 mill tax. The
THE MODEL WILL
Mechanic Street
for, anyway— for a man to get away
$200,000 Is available by virtue of the
Name
The late Chief Justice White certain from his own select gang and go off
provisions of section 36 of chapter 25
ol the revised statutes, as amended ly ought to have known how to make on a toot.”
Post Office Address.............................
"It was a good convention.”
by chapter 220 of the laws of 1919. a will, if anybody in America did. It
Continue the paper to me at the end
“ It couldn’t have been good wjthout
This provision is repealed by section
may be of general interest, therefore, booze. Now, you know as well as I
of three months at the regular rates
10 of the new mill tax law, but that
unless I order the paper discontinued.
repeal, together with the rest of the to learn what kind of will he made. do that there’s no fun in the world
Paper
w ill be stopped promptly when
law, does not go into effect at the The document has just been made without booze.”
ordered
“
I
don’t
drink.”
present time.
public.
“
But
you
know,
just
the
same,
that
"The sum of $18,876, in our judg
The most notable thing about it is
T h e only safe way to rem it is by
it is pretty stupid if seven or eight
ment, should not have been included
its brevity. It contains only 51 words, fellows get together in a room and
Check,
Post Office Money O rder or
in the appropriation bill for the fiscal
Express O rder
period ending June 30, 1922. It does and reads as follows:
"This is my last will. I give, be
not correspond with any requirement
.................................................................................... iniiiiiiimuiiiiiumimnuHummriiiiiiuuiiM
of existing law. That tax, as will be queath and devise to my wife, Leita AI.
seen, cannot be assessed until next White, in complete and perfect owner
spring. In any event, that is not
ship, all my rights and property of
available for state aid purposes, so it
FOR W O O D O R C O A L
any
kind and nature, whether real,
need not trouble you at the present
personal or mixed, wherever situated,
time.
“When it comes to the 1922 allot appointing her executrix of my estate
M ade especially to meet every need of
ment, you have an entirely different without bond and giving her seizin
our M aine patrons
proposition to deal with being limited, thereof.”
f
in case of the adoption of the consti
Contrast this straightforward state
T h e y are always Quick in A ction
tutional amendment, not by specific ment with the elaborate legal flubdub
appropriations but by the amount of that messes up the average will. Ti e
Economical
Durable
the bond issue, because in the law au form used by Justice White, in spite
thorizing the bond issue, chapter 131 of its simplicity, is presumably proof
of the public laws of 1921, so much as against all attack. It may serve as a
may be found necessary for the pur convenient mode! for any man w h o
pose is appropriated for the building wants to make his wife his sob; heir,
of state aid highway under any pro as most men do, and may also serve as
vision of law obligating the state to a stimulus for more men to perform
Established 1839
contribute to such purpose.”
the sensible duty of making their wills
while they have time, thereby avoid
ing the danger of confusion and «1if iHAMILTON-GRANT COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE
DEFEAT OF THE HIGHWAY
eulty after death.
BOND ISSUE AMENDMENT
It is necessary, of course, to haw
The Maine Automobile Association the document signed by witnesses, ai d
won out, and defeated by a very is no doubt better, whether state law
notable majority the proposition ad requires it or not, to have it witnessed
^“ H b U L T O N , M A R I E ’
vanced by the Legislature to transfer by a notary public.
State highway bond money to a StateI
aid highway fund. The fact that the
Pat— “ Mike was drowned last niaht.
Association did not get into the
Jake— “ Couldn’t he swim?”
campaign until practically ten days
Pat— “ Yes, but he was a union man
before election, and then won, shows he swam for eight hours and then h
the confidence which the people have quit.”
in this organization of automobilists
and good roads enthusiasts. When
the word was sent out by the directors
of the M. A. A., the people had so much
T he best quality and at prices low er
faith in their request that they voted
against the amendment almost with
than you can secure elsewhere.
You
out asking any questions. The Maine
Automobile Association has never
have everything to gain and nothing
allowed politics to enter into its
proceedings of management, and it
to lose by placing your order at once
has never taken a stand for or against
for your w inter needs.
a measure until its officers have
thoroughly investigated it and havej
adopted by an overwhelming majority
the course which they were to pursue.
In the opinion of the directors the
adoption of Amendment No. 2 on Sep
For further particulars call
tember 12 would have meant using
bond money on secondary roads of a
low type of construction. In other
words, bonds which would not mature
for approximately 40 years, would be
Phone 259
used In the construction of highways
Houlton, M ain e
which might wear out and have to be
In Packages of 10 Cigars each
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tomach Kidneys-Hearts Liver

Come In!

COLDMEDAL.
l

We want you to come in
as soon as you can because
we believe we can tell you
as we have told a good many
other car owners—how to
make your battery
and serve
When you do come in,
why not stay until you have
pumped us dry of every bit
of battery information that
may help you to get MORE
MILES of uninterrupted
service PER DOLLAR.
We’ll tell you
rubber
had to be made porous be
fore it could be used for
battery insulation and
the threads turn the trick. 1
Cates &

Willard
Batteries

A Popular Dem and Everywhere

Ballard’s

Tablets

Bangor Daily News
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WOOD & BISHOP CO.
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accomplish results. It seems an al
self with assurance. Se sees with ed— a Fool’ and his royalties made
most super-human achievement, but
clear eyes. He has “arrived.'
He him rich.”
in the end another city will rise as
“
Louis
Jay
Horowitz,
a
large
build
knows where he is. He can talk on
the result of a new kind of town build
his
feet— or anywhere else. He has ing contractor, puts it this way, ‘Every
It is announced that the shipments
ing and the exercise of a community
man
and
woman
in
business
is
more
of potatoes from the fields of Aroos something to say. He is at his best.
He deserves to be well clad and in or less handicapped by ideas of pre spirit which is working for the good
took to the great markets of the
sumable to his conceived limitations as to what he of all. In a short time there will be
Nation have begun, and it follows that fashionable attire
continuous!
Hibbing
entirely
or she can do and what he or she cue
a returning tide of dollars is already years.
Stand up straight. Throw off the cannot do. Discard all your ideas as different from the original village,
setting toward Maine’s garden county.
Make yourself but a witness of the heroic work done
years. Birthdays ought to be abolish- to your limitations.
Last year was a lean one for the
indispensable
to
your
employer
wheth in the iron ranges.
ed anyway. They have done more
potato raisers of Aroostook. There
er
von
hate
him
or
not.
It’s
up to
As a matter of .fact, the ranges
harm to people than they have done
were plenty of potatoes, but prices,
‘ on one of which Hibbing is located,
good to their heirs. There is one man you.
unsatisfactory at the outset, dropped
The implication in all these ex- furnish three-fifths of the millions of
of seventy-five years of age in Maine
lower and lower as the season adtoday who travels more miles a year amples is that the necessary energies tons of ore which the United States
▼anced, until the raisers were ready
than any other man in this communi are in each one, but they are fettered contributes to the world. All this is
to give their crops avjay, with no
ty, who handles as large a business; and confined by inhibitions due to a part of the development of the past
takers.
who is as resolute and as determined preconceived notions or suggestions fifty years, and the army of employees
But the Aroostook farmers, besides as he was at forty. He has never as to what is possible or impossible. j necessary to work this ore is a vust
being the most skilled cultivators of gotten old. He has had the years The way of success is in the way of one.
potatoes in the world, are also among come but he has lived in the present releasing, by the will, these inhibited
The number and nationalties of
the greatest gamblers. Disregarding and seen the day added to the day, energies and getting thm to work.
i foreigners employed is a revelation
the losses sustained during 1920-1921, each like the predecessor in its de
An admirer once asked Oliver : to one who visits the ranges for the
they increased their acreage of the mands on his time and his work.
Wendell Holmes how he could, month I first tine. Perhaps no activity in this
tubers this year, instead of planting
“ I have gout, asthma and seven after month, write the sparkling j country can furnish such a diversity
less and now they are in a way to re other fatal maladies, but I am other papers for the Atlantic Monthly that ot nationalities. Canadians, English,
coup their diminished fortunes.
wise very well,” laughed Sydney we now know as "The Autocrat of Scotch, Hollanders, Bulgarians, Mon
While the potato acreage of the..S m ith , the philosopher and wit. ‘ Bv ; the Breakfast Table.”
tenegrins, French, Norwegians, Bel
whole country was greater by one and the gracQ Qf Qod l fpet at nothing,"
“ Why,” replied I)r. Holmes careless gians, Germans, Swiss, Finns, Rus
•lx tenths per cent than in 1920 thGj gaId j olin Wesley. Take your joys ly, “ there is always a stream running. sians, Sweedes, Danes, and others, are
unfavorable weather has been causing ajong
y0Che' fulness robs If you can get your dipper into it, that found in various occupations. Many
a drop in the estimated yield frem )
ajj jjs years. You can’t help is all.”
have gone directly to the mines on
month to month, until a shortage of growlng old_ ! * say again. You need
That is the secret of success in a landing in this country. Others have
something like a hundred million bush-, nQt g0t fussed up over it. You can ; nutshell.
In the language of the lived in the United States for a
•Is Is now predicted. But there has <bQ yQung upto Methuselah and his street, “ the stuff’s there." The prob number of years. Skilled and unskillbeen a corresponding advance in : demi8e
Nothing supplies the want lem is to get it out
; ed, they are important factors in the
prices, and as the Aroostook yield has
sunsjiine to peaches.
Lincoln
Every man who is not a success, ; development of the range.
First
been a bountiful one, the farmers j carried hlmseif thru the Civil War by should give these examples of success came the Scandinavians, Finns and
there are wearing smiles where there |cjjeerfuj stories and unfailing humor.1achieved a fifteen minutes prayerful |Austrians to help dig Lake Superior
was a gloom a year ago.
, Nothing is so sure to make you old consideration before retiring tonight, j ore, and following some time later
A good potato year in Aroostook j a8 grumbling. Charles Lamb tel .s of and he may awake in the morning a were the races of Southern Europe—
means much to all the rest of the |tlie whist piayer who complained of successful man— if he will!
There’s from Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria
State. The farmers there do not tuck never having anv trumps. Once they where the secret spring that must be and Croatia.
their profits away in their stockings dealt him the whole thirteen. He touched is hidden.
j These workers are young or middleor other traditional household recep j j00jted as gloomy as before. “ W ell,”
1 aged, and their children attend schools
tacles of the miser. They spend them said they, “ you can’t complain of
which are up-to-date and of a standing
for better houses and new clothes havng no trumps this time.” “ No,” MOVING A MINING
far ahead of those of the countries
stud automobiles, and the markets of said he, “ but I have nothing to go with
TOWN TO GET THE ORE from whence these people came. Hib
Bangor and Portland and other cities
Hibbing, Minnesota, a prosperous bing recently erected a grade building
them.”
reap the benefit. This year, as we
This is a very simple preachment, town in the iron range sometimes at an expense of one hundred and
have said, it looks as if they would then— one that should be read by all. called “ the richest village in the twenty-five thousand dollars.
The
have quite a surplus to spend.— Port “ Don’t get old.”
Some persons by wrorld,” is going through a novo" range towns are interested in all out
land Exening Express.
natural disposition are older and |experience.
Hibbing is one of the side' matters.
They have a free,
glummer than men and women of new towns which have sprung up generous spirit —-a sort of ‘spirit of
thrice their years. Don’t do it. Pick since ore was discovered, and it is in the range1,’ whie h comes from familiar
up the thread of daily life. Be inter the way of further mining operations, ity with colossal movements that are1
On “ G ettinfl Old"
ested in current things.
Feel the we are told by a writer in the Scien taking plae-e daily. Great ore1 pits,
You can’t help growing old; but
pulse of the times daily and hourly. tific American. It is not literally a heavy ears loaeied with rapidity and
you can help getting old. Years will
Have an avocation. Be interested in fact, says, that the whole of Hibbing spinal, the late'St improvements in
add themselves to years like a child
some one thing. Have a hold on . ife. is being moved, but people talk that machinery—these1 are feature's of this
building bldcks on the library floor
Forget birthdays. Cut out droning way. Sixteen blocks of the original stupendous business. Nowhere' edse in
but with steady hold they may grow
over the few years remaining. Count part overlay a valuable tract of land the1 world is it possible1 to uneeive-r a
very tall and secure to the end.
time by heart beats and make eich j which it is desired to exploit; and he'd of ore1 which strede-hes fe>r mile
The way to keep from getting old
one of them helpful, cheerful and use this one-third of the village is being
Is to keep young in the human in
ful.— Arthur G. Staples in Lewiston chaired of buildings to give access to
terest. The way to keep young in
Journal.
tin1 valuable deposits.
In place of
ONCE
USED— A LW A YS
U SED
human interest is not to let a day g et,
this deared-away section, a new part
away in which you are not up on the ,
of the village will he reared on the
JUST GO AND DO IT !
day’s doings, concern&d in the day s
=?!
outskirt s.
happenings and Just as concerned
It has been pointed out numberless
Because of the number and the siz»’
about your fellow man as you were times by wise observers, that the wav
of some of the buildings to be moved,
years and years ago.
to do a thing is simply to get about this activity has called for the highest
There comes a time in everyone's
it
and do it. Forget yourself and get skill on the part of the home movers.
\life as years come when he talks
Steam locomotive tractors, equipped
about the good old times as tho they to work. All the rest is wasted tine
STARCH
with traction belts, have been largely
It
remained
for
a
Cleveland
pa
pcito
were better than now. He is in error.
They are no better. They were infi collect the documents proving t In used, together with t he usual jacks and
nmauAisuccjfrsswfamnce
r!.1 *!»»«> ?!»ST«U«»TNl<»,
Briefly summed up they arc heavy trucks, logs. etc.
nitely more drab and uninteresting, case.
IMuumurOIII.OaiMLTra
Unt
Pound
of tklj SUrthwSod
It is almost impossible to estimate
infinitely more slow and unwieldly; as follows:
Uly
M.lfUMMOIfUI*
cl *ny<
5J|jx S u ren.
the
many
millions
which
will
be
need“
Fay
Bainter,
a
theatrical
star,
far more dull and common pace.
. . •■'.!.C. HUBDEERBR0S£0.>
N
E
W
H
A
Y
IU
.M
KN.KlOKUK.ieW
AjgThese are the liveliest and the bejst failed continually until she met Mrs. mi to tear down and rebuild such a
times we ever had and if we jazz a[ Fiske, the noted actress, who diagnos- large area, but Hibbing feels it is
bit we come Jo a pause and think it ed her trouble and gave her this making history; and so all (lasses o'
over after the shouter has put down self every day that you already arc labor, the mining companies and Used as cold water or cooked starch
the megaphone and the band has recipe. ‘You must picture to your citizens, are working side by side, to
with equally good results
ceased its harmonies on the soprano self every day that you already are
what you wish to he, and key your AT THIS SEASON
saxophone.
The way to keep young is to go self up accordingly.’ Fay did it and
LOSS OF a p p e t it e :
about with young people all that they won.”
I
s
v e r y common.
In many cases it is
“ Percy H. Johnson, president of
will permit you. Keep hanging on
due to impure blood, which cannot,
with the boys. Keep hanging on with the Chemical National Bank of New give the digestive organs the stunt’
the gayer crowd that is bent on see- ( York, said to a tearful old gentleman lus necessary for the proper pe.
ing what is going on today. A man w'ho asked for a job, ‘Your trouble forinance o f their junctions.
F.*
is as young as he feels and if he feels is self-pity. You are only as old as
Thousands know by experience
young, he is young. Keep up read you feel. Self-pity is fatal to success.’ that H ood’s Sarsaparilla restore;
ing the newspapers. Nothing Is such The old man is getting $20,000 a year appetite and would advise you to
give it a trial this season. It origin
a youth-compeller as the daily news now— and worth it.”
“ Philip Curtiss, now wealthy as an ated in the successful prescription o f
paper. Nobody can get old when he
author,
tried twenty different jobs and a famous physician. flct it today.
sees before him every day, the
Take H o o d ’s Hills if you happen
liappenings of the times, full of burn- failed in all. Then he wrote ‘Want- to need a laxative— they don’ t gripe.
Jpg issues, alive with topics that de
mand attention of the judicial mind.
That capacity to analyze modern
problems In the light of experience
is the peculiar province of the person
of mature mind.
He should never
give up study. He should never quit
his reading. He should never give
over the contemplation of the subjects
that affect the present and the future
of man.
Forget your aches and pains. Never
admit that you are over forty. This
is good advice that I don’t follow
always, but which I am going to follow
in the future. I knew a man who
cqncbaled his years. He died a few
years ago when over seventy and
people who played with him and
followed him about thought that he
was about fifty.
Keep well dressed. Have good
clothes and plenty of them if you can
afford them. The well dressed man
of maturity is the
finest
looking
person on the street. He carries him-

after mile, and to mine it in places as
if it were sand by means of steam
shovels, locomotives and trains of
cars.
An interesting feature in connection
with the ore mines of Minnesota is
that mafiy of them are owned by the
State; in fact, every year the per
manent school, university and trust
funds receive from this source by way
of royalties about seven million dol
lars.

H IE FLOW OF
WEALTH TO AROOSTOOK

INSTEAD OF CIDER
(From Popular Mechanics)
A new extraction process converts
the juice of even the most intensely
acid varieties of apples into a sweet,
rich sirup, which is entirely suitable
as a base for flavoring extracts and
for many other purposes.

A valuable

by-product of the process is a com
pound,

known

as

calcium

malate.

which is identical with the so-called
“ sugar sand” hitherto derived from

FREE TR IA LSIZE

Yours for the asking
— Send for
It TODAY!
If you suffer
from Piles

REM -OLA

for PILES
will prove a blessing indeed. It
cjuickly soothes and relieves Piles,
Hemorrhoids and other ano-rectal
troubles. Easily applied; painless;
no unpleasantness. Won’t soil cloth
ing. Has helped thousands—will
help YOU. Send for sample today
—or better still, mail us ONE
DOLLAR for COMPLETE ONE
MONTH’S TREATMENT, as shown
below. Including full size tube of
REM-OLA, hard rubber rectal tip,
full size box (25) Rem-Rex Laxa
tive Tablets and helpful booklet on
PILES—Their Causes and Treat
ment. Sent postpaid in plain sealed *>
package and your MONEY BACK
if you want it. Remember, REMOLA is the time-tested preparation
of an old-established house with
more than 74 years of experience
behind it. You can depend upon itt

This com

H e n ry T h a y e r & Co., Inc.

pound forms the basis of malic acid,

CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON. MASS.

maple sirup exclusively.

anel was valued at $1.50 per pound,
and more before the war.

At present,

the only plants employing the process
are located in Nova Scotia, but, as it
utilizes a fruit which is now being
allowed to go to waste to the extent
of hundreds of thousands of tons a
year, it is to be expected and hoped,
that the method will come into wide
general use within the near future.

JUST TALKS

Makes Ironing Easy

ELASTIC STARCH

Established 1847

v'OMPLETE ONEMONTH'S j

3 EM-0 LA t« * t»ii«T/
$ ? 0 0 p o s t 7.p,L£S/
1.
PAID

When Mr, Jones was
saved from the frying pan
They talk yet of the change that came over
Jones. Some said it w as psychology. Some said
it was a miracle. All said it was a mystery.
W h e n they asked Jones, he said it w as libera
tion from slavery— slavery to the frying pan, and
to grease and stanch.
Jones used to take his breakfast fried, and
followed this with a heavy lunch.
In those days they said at the office: “ Old
Jones has a secret sorrow and he’s sore on the
world.”
One day Jones started late— no time for the
usual breakfast to be cooked.
Jones had a breakfast on Grape-Nuts with
good cream. H e was delighted with the crisp
ness and rich flavor. Felt satisfied and “ fed.’*
Tried it again at lunch. Kept on breakfasting
that w ay— often lunching, too.
Jones began to “perk up,” talk up, step up—
G E T up.
“ Let Jones show you how to do this,” they
began to say at the office.
A s to Jones— he said: “ That’s a great food—
G R A P E -N U T S .”
There are thousands of Joneses, both kinds
— reckless feeders and wise feeders.

“There’s a Reason”
for Grape-Nuts
—the perfected goodness of whole wheat and malted
barley—delicious, nourishing, ready to eat. All grocers.

ONE
AND
ONE QUALITy-

One Size Package

It’s No Job
St eer a Buie

WOMEN GIVE OUT

Buick cars steer just like tie-y

Housework Is hard enough when
healthy. Every Houlton woman who
is having backache, blue and nervous
•pells, dizzy headaches and kidney or
bladder troubles, should be glad to
heed this Houlton woman’s experi

drive— easily and comfortably.
And like every

Buick

part, the Buick steering; gear
can be trusted.

ence:
Mrs. Henry Hawkes, 21 North St.,
says:
“I have used Doan’s Kidney
Pills on different occasions when my
kidneys were weak and out of order
and they have never failed to do me
good. My back at times, has ached
pretty bad and everything seemed a
drag to me. I felt nervous and tired
all the time and my kidneys didn’t
act regularly and in other ways show
ed signs of disorder. I would be
dizzy by spells, too. Seeing Doan’s
Kidney Pills highly advertised led me
to try them and it didn’t take them
long to relieve me. I recommend
Doan’s willinging for I have never
used them but what they have helped
me.” 60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
59

other

Hide in a lb-L.’

Buick and see for v o u r s e l f

PR IC E S
22-4-34
22-4-35
22-4-36
22-4-37
22-6-44
22-6-45

P R IC E S

....................................... $ 935.00
----- „ .............................. 975.00
....................................... 1475.00
1650.00
1495.00
152E.00

22-6-46
22-6-47
22-6-48
22-6-49
^22-6-50
F.

$2135.00
2435.00

All our skill, facilities, and lifelong knowledge of the
finest tobaccos are concentrated on this one cigarette—
CAMEL.
Into this ONE BRAND, we put the utmost quality.
Nothing is too good for Camels. They are as good as it's
possible to make a cigarette.
Camel QUALITY is always maintained at the same high,
exclusive standard. You can always depend on the same
mellow-mild refreshing smoothness—the taste and rich
flavor of choicest tobaccos — and entire freedom from
cigaretty aftertaste.
And remember this! Camels come in one size package
only—20 cigarettes—just the right size to make the greatest
saving in production and packing. This saving goes
straight into Camel Quality. Thatls one reason why you
can get Camel Quality at so moderate a price.
Here’s another. We put no useless
frills on the Camel package. No “extra
wrappersV* Nothing just for show!
Such things do not improve the smoke
any more than premiums or coupons. And
their added cost must go onto the price
or come out of the quality.
One thing, and only one, is responsible
for Camels great and growing popularity
—that is CAMEL QUALITY.

2325.00
1735.00
2635.00
O.

E),

F lin t, Mich.

Fred E. Hall Company
Houlton, M ain e
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W H EN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK W ILL BUILD THEM

amel

R . J . REYN O LD S TOBACCO

w im ir

CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Hoar and son
Percy motored to Kingman Sunday.
I Mrs. Nettie Spain visited friends in
i Dyer Brook and Oakfield several days
I last week.
! Mrs. William Mullen of Fort Kent
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. H. Eatofi.
Mr. Harry Hatfield was called to
Gordonville, N. B. Sunday by the ill
ness of her brother.
Miss Janice Bither, a student of R.
C. I. spent the week-end with her
friend, Miss Rena Astle.
Miss Dorothy Hatfield has resigned
her position with Rush Brothers in
Millinocket and will spend a few
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Hattie
Hatfield.

Pauline Campbell to teach in Monti- Houlton Grange.
Carmichael sang sweetly “ Abide With
cello.
Funeral services in charge of Frank Me” and “ Asleep in Jesus.” The floral
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Titcomb and
daughter Mabel recently returned Dunn w ere held Sunday afternoon at offerings were many and beautiful.
Prayer was offered and
from visiting friends in Bear Island, 2 o’clock.
There was a large attendance of
N. B. W hile away they attended the words of comfort spoken to the mourn neighbors and friends besides many
ing ones by Rev. A. M. Thompson,
Fredericton Fair.
members of the Houlton lodge of Odd
............................................................................. I..... ..
pastor of the Congregational church
Newell Titcomb moved this week at
Fellows who conducted burial services
Houlton.
ed
to
Bar
Harbor
Saturday
where
they
to his farm home known as the
Subscribers should bear in expect to visit for a few days.
at the grave in the North road
Mrs. J. D. Ross and Mrs. Waldo cemetery in Littleton.
Cornelius Crosby place. The house
mind that all subscriptions are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Baker left
has been thoroughly renovated and
Monday for their camp at Rockahema
makes a very cozy home.
payable in advance and the pa for
a two weeks’ hunting trip.
Two parties who recently enjoyed
per will be discontinued at ex
Mrs. Frank Berry and Mrs. John
a chicken stew near Dunbar Hill
Roach of Island Falls were week-end
were: Mr. and Mrs. A. Z. McBride.
piration. Notice of such expira guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Crandall.
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Atherton, Mr. and
tion will be sent out the First of
Mrs. Estelle G. Martin of Albany,
Mrs. E. P. Titcomb, Gladys and Mabel
N. Y., who has been visiting in Aroos
Titcomb, Mr. and Mrs. Newell Titcomb
each month.
took County since June, was a
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Titcomb, Sadie
passenger on Wednesday night’s Pull
and Ralph Crosby of Houlton. The
man for Natick, Mass, where she
other one was Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
expects to visit for two weeks before
Eaton— Smith
Adams of Houlton, Mr. and Mrs. Basil
On Friday 61 last week a pieni« was returning home.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Adams and D. F. Adams and family.
held in honor of Miss Faye Stevens
The following pictures will be i
Kenneth M. McIntosh
of Houlton who Is visiting her mother screened at the Martin Theatre this j Smith was the scene of a pretty wedMany hearts were saddened by the
Mrs. Ellis, on the cottage grounds of . week, as follows: Conway Tearle in I ding on Wednesday evening, Sopt. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram J. Smith. There ! “ Society Snobs” Tuesday night; Babe when their daughter Josephine Ethel death of Kenneth M. McIntosh, one
respected
and
was a large attendance of the friends ; Ruth, who has made 58 home runs in became the bride of Lester G. Eaton, of Littleton’s most
Friday
and neighbors and everybody report ! base ball and one big hit in the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Eaton of prosperous farmers, early
morning, Sept. 30th, after a lingering
ed a most enjoyable time.
picture, “ Heading Home” Wednesday this town. The ceremony was per
illness of many months. For the past
night; George Walsh in a mile a formed by Rev. H. H. Cosman, the
few weeks he was thought to be gain
! minute drama “ The Plunger” Friday single ring service being used. The
wedding march was played by Miss ing, but pneumonia developed and he
!
night;
“
Forbidden
Fruit,”
Saturday
Schools began Monday, Oct. 3.
Dolly Hogan, a niece of the groom. was too weak to resist the disease.
Mr. William Hand spent last week I night. Married women, single men, The couple were attended by Miss
He was born in Richmond, N. B. 38
j
single
women,
married
men—
all
have
with his sister Mrs. Annie McGown.
Leota Smith, a sister of the bride, years ago, son of the late George L.
their
problems.
But
the
problem
of
Miss Mary Hand has accepted a ;
as bridesmaid, and Mr. Forest Smith and Louisa McIntosh.
position as teacher in the Britten j the married woman whose heart has of Patten, a cousin of the bride, as j
On April 9, 1908, he was united in
answered the call of another not her
school in Monticello.
best man.
j! marriage to Viola M. Porter of Houl
husband,
has
the
greatest
problem
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson and !
The bride was becomingly attired in j ton. To this union 6 children were
Mr. and Mrs. John Middleton motored all life’s complex conditions to solve. white georgette and carried a bouquet} born, 5 of whom are living.
See
how
it
was
solved
for
Mary
to Patten and Sherman Sunday.
i
of white roses and ferns. The brides | Besides the widow and children he
Mrs. F. L. Atherton and Mrs. W. T. j Maddock in Cecil B. DeMille’s latest maid wore a gown of pink georgette leaves to mourn their loss, an aged
and
greatest
drama
of
married
life,
Montgomery of Woodstock, N. B . '
and carried a bouquet of pink roses. mother, on brother Edward, and one
spent last week with their cousin, j “ Forbidden Fruit.”
A wedding reception was held after sister, Mrs. Benjamin Carson of Houl
Mrs. William Bagley.
1
the ceremony. The present were use ton to whom the sympathy of the
Mr. and Mrs. James Longstaff and 1
UNNEUS
ful and many, expressing the high re community is extended.
This is the finest and most mod- f .
children Leland and Irene were din-I
Realizing that he could not live long,
gard and best wishes of their many
!
Mr.
Carl
Logie
left
last
Wednesday
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fr?d
ern
piece of Aluminum made.!*™'
he
had
his
business
affairs
attended
friends.
to attend Colby College.
Moores of New Limerick, Sunday.
Among the out of town guests to and made all arrangements for his
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Otis
Bither
and
son
W e have three hundred for
Miss Faye Thompson and Mrs. John
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Reed funeral services, and trusting in the
A. Crawford and children John and Milean were in Danforth Sunday.
Mirro Week. New heat resist
Savior,
“
Who
loved
us
and
gave
Him
McIntyre,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bailey,
Mrs.
Mr. Allen McQuarrie of Hodgdon
Marjorie of Houlton were week-end
peacefully
Earl Cates, Miss Geneva Cates, Miss self for us” he passed
spent
Sunday
in
town
with
friends.
ing
hollow handle life long qual
guests of Mrs. R. Morley Fleming of
Mrs. Jewett Adams and son spent Josie Grant, Miss Eva Brawn, Miss away.
Debec, N. B.
ity, and so handy that every
He was a member of Houlton lodge
last Friday in Houlton with relatives. Beatrice Pond, Houlton; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Emma Bither spent last Fri Robert O. Lovely, Lincoln; Mr. and of Odd Fellows and also a member of
home should possess several.
day with Mrs. H. E. Kimball of Houl Mrs. John Webb, Mrs. Sidney Webb,
Don’t fail to call and get yours
Mrs. Ray Colson, Mrs. Harold Hoar.
Mrs. Herbert Crane was the guest ton.
Mr. W alter Tyrell sold his home Island Falls; Miss Vivian Mullen, Mr.
during Mirro Week.
of her three daughters n Houlton last
place to Mr. Colby Giberson on Mon George Mullen, Mr. Albert Mills, Fort
week.
Kent; Miss Dorothy Hatfield, Mr.
day.
Mrs. Susan Varney of Houlton was
Married in Woodstock one day last Harry Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Harley
the week-end guest of Mrs. Miles
week, Mr. Silas Hardy and Miss Alice Eaton, Millinocket; Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Smith.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bragan,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cox were the Alexander.
Miss Wilda Stevens, Ludlow.
Mrs.
James
Shannan
of
Mattawangueate of Mr. and Mrs. Blain Lincoln
keag is visiting her brother, Mr. Henry
Sunday.
M A E M U R R A Y in her latest
Miss Nellie Boardman of Canter McFadden.
LITTLETON
Mr. and Mrs. Byron McQuarrie and
bury, N. B. was the guest of her
Paramount “T h e Gilded L illy ”
baby of Hodgdon spent Sunday here
sister, Mrs. Jasper Crane.
A picture that does not depend wholly
Mr. C. B. Porter is having green
with
relatives.
Mr. Perry Brown, son William and
on the Star. The picture is elaborate and
peas out of his garden in October.
Mrs. Blanche Black went to Houl
daughter Lillian were the guests of
spectacular.
Mrs. Amanda Bubar. who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Winfleld Scott, Hodg- ton Monday where she will sew with
Also Harold Lloyd in " T h e T ip ” and
ill, is now able to be out of doors.
Miss Annie Hawkes.
don, Sunday.
H e a rs t New s.
Miss Nancy Stewart is building a
Mrs. Allison Wolverton, who was
See our assortment of this lead- J j*
The schools in this place commenced
Monday, Oct. 2. The teachers are new home at Linneus Corner near very ill with the prevailing epidemic,
ing
high grade line. There is"*™
is better.
Roy Barton, Miss Clara Ingraham j Byron Bither’s home.
Mrs.
H.
J.
Ruth,
son
Shirley,
daugh
nothing
better than Mirro made,
and Miss Maud Anderson.
Mrs. Wm. Carson is enjoying a S E S S U E H A Y A K A W A in
Dr. Nelson Grant, Mrs. Grant and ter Miss Helen and Mrs. Fay Hatfield vacation with friends in Campbello
“ W h ere Lights are Low ”
and our line is complete from
two daughters of Woodstock and Mr., autoed to Patten last Sunday.
and Fredericton, N. B.
Taken from “ Fast is Fast” , a thril
Mr. Henry Adams, son Jewett and
the smallest cup to the largest
and Mrs. Brown of Oakfield were the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Robinson and ling melodrama of Chinatown; if you
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Grant, H. E. Kimball were in Kingman last Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crane motored
roaster. We are Headquarters
need a thrill here you are. Also two reel
Sunday to see Harry F. Kimball.
Sunday.
to Windsor. N. B. on Sunday to visit comedy " T h e B liz z a rd ” and B u rton
Miss Marion French of Houlton
for
Aluminum goods, and espec
The friends of Mr. Benj. Barton are
relatives.
H olm es T ra v e lo g u e .
sorry to have him leave them. He spent several days here last week
ially
invite you to visit us during
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Lilley returned
is going to New York to study in a with Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bither.
Saturday
from
Dyer
Brook
where
they
Mirro Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stimson and
religious school there. W e wish him
Miss Marion French of Houlton were were the guests of relatives for the
success.
W IL L IA M F A R N U M in his newest ..
past week.
in town Monday calling on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stephenson of
release “ His G reatest Sacrifice”
Roland, four year old son of Mr. and
Crescent Park were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Shaw, fell while play-j A strong human interest drama where
last ing, breaking his leg. He is reported ( sin brings its own punishment, also
Mrs. W . A. Gerow is spending a few Mrs. Garfield Burton one day
week.
to be gaining.
comedy " T h e T w o F isted Jud ge” and
weeks in town.
Mrs. Eunice Lyons and daughter
Mr. Walter Cone of Portland is
There will be services at the U. B. " W a t e r B abies”
Miss Dorothy of Houlton spent Sun church next Sunday conducted by Rev.
spending a few days in town.
Mr. 8. E. Taylor nas returned from day with Mrs. Lyons’ father, Mr. L. O. H. R. Bell of Centerville, N. B. Every
Sawyer.
visiting in Northern Aroostook.
body welcome to these services.
Mrs. Byron Stewart and three
Mrs. Moody Gerow and daughter of
Miss Alta Tracy left this week to E. K. L IN C O L N in
children
and
Mrs.
H.
E.
Kimball
of
Houlton were in town last week.
teach in the graded schools of Oak
“ U nder Crimson Skies”
Mrs. Lynwood Rhoda has returned Houlton were Sunday guests of Mrs. field. Miss Shirley Hare and Miss
A picture that will please, with a popuHenry Adams.
M ark et Square
Houlton, M ain e
from visiting in Providence, R. I.
lar star, also Fox two reel Sunshine
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Henderson,
The 8wathmore Chautauqua will
Comedy
and
M
u
tt
&
Jeff in their funny
son Leon and baby and Mrs. Eliza
open at Hodgdon Mills, Oct. 13th.
cartoons
Mrs. Frank Howard and Mrs. Stewart of Foxcroft Road were Sun
Beecher Howard were in Caribou Fri day guests o f Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Ruth.
day.
intfffiirifitifimifiinfDiiRiitiiiiitiiiini
Money hack without question
A young heir arrived at the home
MmimiiiMnimimniHimiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiinHiMHiiiiimiHiiHiiiiii'niuiimMiimiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiimtiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiiimiimimiimiii iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiimi IllllllllllllllllllllltlJIIIUIIfc
if H U N T 'S G U A R A N T E E D
SKIN
DISEASE
REMEDIES
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Nickerson
NEW LIMERICK
(Hunt's Salve and Soap),fail in (
Saturday evening.
the treatment of Itch, Bcsema,
Mr. Lee Bishop lost a valuable horse Rinsworm,TetterorotherltcbMr. and Mrs. E. M. Crosby of
last week.
in|
skin diseases. Try thie
Camden, Me. are the guests of Rev.
Mrs. W. C. Hand spent Thursday treatment at our risk.
and Mrs. G. L. Pressey.
in Houlton with Mrs. Agnes Pond.
L. A. Barker A Co., Oakfield, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. McDonald and
Mr. and Mrs. Bben Hunter spent the
week-end in East Corinth.
Mr. Hudson Green and his mother
Mrs. Charles Green were on an auto
.trip to Fredericton last week.
A reception was given Rev. D. A.
sell Furniture, Stoves
MacKinnon and family at the M. M.
hall on Monday evening and was
and Pianos cheaper than
largely attended. Their many friends
M11M11MII n IMI n 1111»1111111MH111H1111 f: 1111M1111 * IMI r*11[111M1111IIIH11 III IMII1111111i 111111111111111MMIMIM Lt
regret that they are to leave here.
^
any store in Eastern M aine

ir
r
o
Aluminum Week

OX BOW

J

LUDLOW

October 3 to 8

W onderful sample
A $1.10 Pan for

EAST HODGDON

Week of Oct. 3,1921

m m no

Tem ple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

A

L

U

M

I N

U

M

Reflects GoodHousekeeping

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

P

HODGDON

A ll M irro W a r e now at new lower

----------------- — p ric e s--------------------

SATURDAY

Putnam Hardware Co.

Fall Suits
On

r ‘

LETTER B

because w e pay

Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of Dan»rth were callers in this twn one day
kst week.
Mrs. Sarah Winship of Houlton
pent a few days last week with Mrs.
. F. Rugan.
Miss Frances Gardiner of Houlton
pent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. I
eorgia Gardiner.
i
Mr. and Mrs. George Carpenter j
pent Sunday with Mr. and M rs.;
[oward W ebb of Foxcroft.
i
Ambrose Hagerman of Bear Island. j
’. B. was the guest of his sister Mrs. j
Ifred Mitchell on Sunday.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Kingman Snell a n d ,
unify of Westfield spent Sunday with
Is mother, Mrs. H. C. Snell.
!
Frank Carpenter of Houlton was
le guest of his brother T. J. Carpen>r for several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murchie of
,’odgdon were week-end guests of her
Brents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carpenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick
ere the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
eorge Scott of Woodstock on Sun-

costs o f

doing

no

rent and

business are

our

much

low er

W e are the First
to A n n o u n c e a
Great Reduction

Suits

Mti i m mi iim 11in t fiiM iififii if n il if in t iin n M ini iiif m i t tm iin i ii m i m i it t it i iit n iii in if it it it in iit ti in ii t ii im m i m i tuf l

$40.00 Suits, made in Tricotines
or Velours, reduced to
$ ftft.5 0

Always having the interest of
our customers at heart, we take
pleasure in announcing a radical
reduction on our Kail Suits. If
you have not already purchased,
this is a great opportunity for
you to save money.

32

$35.00 Suits in Tricotine, Ve
lour- Oxfords, reduced t o

27

$ ftT > .5 0

$30.00 Suits in Tricotine, Velour
Oxfords, reduced to $ ftft.5 0

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carpenter, T. J.
arpenter and Mr. and Mrs. James
urchle spent Sunday with relatives
i Oakfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams, Mr. and
rs. Elmer Bragan and Miss W ildie
Sevens were In New Limerick Wed»aday evening to attend the wedding
’ tMIss Josephine Smith and Lester

11 n 111111 hm n 111;m i i n n m i MUM n h 111 m i m m

aton.

OAKFIELD

“So well shaped
for Paring”

ss Mary Callaghan, Principal of
itation school, spent Sunday with
parents in Houlton.
. and Mrs. Irving McFarJan motor-

\

Your hands don't tire using a paring
knife that’s correctly shaped. Keen,
lasting edges make work faster and
easier.
For paring and cutting up fruit and
vegetables for canning get a W in
chester knife. It will save time and
labor.
O ther

W inchester
Knives
E very
Use

fo r

ITCH?
L. A . Barker Company
Ik* UM tBM t tU tob, l*«in a i
Rtagwona,T«M«r or oth*r l*®h- - gkta Rm i w. Try this
•losrtm .

It. A. Barker A Co.. Oskflsld, Maine

Follows

$45.00 Suits, made in Tricotines
or Velours, reduced
to
w w

23

»y.

•s. H. T. Astle spent the week
friends In Bangor.
a. Guy M. Connors was a business
r in Houlton Saturday.
J. S. Lougee is building a new
ge for his motor trucks.
A1 Gould of Presque Isle was
siness caller in town Saturday.
Bert PettenglU of Island Falls
a business caller in town Satur-

as

$55.00 Suits made in Tricotines
or Velours- reduced $ 4 f t .50
to

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
Sm yrna Mills, M aine

R edu ced

O akfield, M ain e
t h f

(MCff£5T£R

im

11 im i i m u m 11 h h i n 1111 h i m i

Variety
Value
Service
Style

$25.00 Suits in Serges, Velours,
Oxfords, reduced to $4 f t . 75

19

1
|
|
j

|
|
|
|
|
1

We earnestly advise you to do
shopping at the store where
you can save money. Not wishing to brag too much about our
merchandise, which might give
you the impression that all we
say is paper talk, we would kindly request that you pay us a visit
and see for yourself some of
these money saving values.

J
§
f

|
1
f

|
j
|
|

Jo e B e r n st e in
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E v e r y t h i n g

M arket Square
store
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f or

W o m e n

and

C h i l d r e n

Houlton, M aine

